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THE OTIOMAN TAHRIR DEFTERLERI 
AND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIVITY 

The Case for Northem Syria 

MargaretL. Venzke 

Forty years have passed since the 'international debut' of the Otto
man tahrir defterleri (provincial tax registers) in the early 1950s, a debut 
marked by the first publications, in a westem language, of Ömer LOtfi 
Barkan's pioneering studies using this source. This debut closely follo
wed the appearance of Femand Braudel's seminal La Mediterranee et le 
monde mediterraneen a l'epoque de Philippe ll, fırst published in 1949, 
which raised to ever-greater heights the standard of the Annates school 
and inspired, at the same time, a new generation of Onoman historians. 1 

From this time on was forged the link between investigations into the 
Ottoman tahrir defterleri and the Annales' approach to history. Braudel 
acknowledged the research potential of the Ottoman tahrir defterleri in 
the second edition of his Mediterranee, in 1966, asa result of his contact 
with the work of Barkan, who would become the doyen of Ottoman 

ı This 'coincidence' in the publicaıion daıes of Braudel's Mlditerranee and the anicles of Barkan has 
also been noted recently by Colin Hcywood, in "CRJTICAL STUDIES Bctween hisıoric.al myth and 
'mythohistory': the limits of Ottoınan history, Byzanrine and Modem Greek Studies 12 (1988), pp. 
337-38. Notc that Barkan's studies (in Turkish) using the Ottoman tahrirs go back to the Iate 1930s, 
and they appeared with some frequency throughout the 1940s, before his 'international dcbuı' in the 
1950s. For the corpus of Barkan's work, see the bibliographies of Arnnon Cohen and Bemard Lewis, 
Population and Revenııe in the Towns of Palesiine in the Sixteenth Century (Princeton, c. 1978), pp. 
174 aı:ıd 1 7&-79, and Suraiya Faroqhi, Towns and Townsmen of Ottoman Anatolia: Trade, crafts and 
{ood production in an urban setting, 1520· 1650 (Cambridge, London, New York, et al., 1984), pp. 
392-93. It should also be noted that, in the same time period as Barkan's 'debut,' Bemard Lewis pub
lished a series of articles that underscored the signifıcance of the Ottoman talırirs to the history of 
the Arab provinces. These articles are cited in Heywood, "Critica! Studies," n. 79. p. 338. 
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historians of the Annales school of his generation. Braudel reckoned that 
this source held a key to the demographic history of the eastem Mediter
ranean in the 16th century.2 Since their international debut, quite a few 
scholars, working individually, have ex.plored these tahrir registers for 
seJected parameters, limited, for example, to a particular sanjaq (the 
basic administrative division within the Ottoman provinces, often of great 
territorial expanse; several sanjaqs would comprise a province), or to 
one line of inquiry, or to one register alone. The length of tbese registers, 
which may number a thousand pages, as it is the case for many of the re
gisters for Ottoman Syria, can preseot a daunting task for research, and 
indeed, it oecessitates both a well-thought-out methodology and a strict 
1 imi ta tion · to be imposed on the focus of in vestigation. Quite simpl y, the 
'size' of the tahrir registers adversely affects the scholarly endeavor. 

In the same time period as the tahrir registers began to be exploit
ed, computer technology developed that today offers Ottoman scholars 
the opportunity to break through the narrow confines, within which the 
registers to this very day continue to be mined, to obtain not only a 
broader picture, but also to complete, as far as these registers allow us, 
the basic foundation for the economic life, land/taxation system, and 
institutions of the Ottoman proviiı.ces in the 16th century, when these 
registers were intheir heyday. This opportunity obviously prompts the 
question of why not enlist the computer to exploit the ıahrir registers in 
a more systematic and comprehensive manner. Can not a team of schol
ars, for example, undertake taday a study of the economic or demo
graphic history of the eastern Mediterranean in the 16th century, as Brau
del had held out expectations? The possibililies for a greater exploitation 
of the Ottoman tahrir registers was the focus of an international con
ference heldin Konya, Turkey, October 26-28, 1992, at which a part of 
this article was first presented, and of a second conference held in Erlan
gen, Germany, March 17-19, 1994.3 This article addresses itself to that 
question by focusing on the research potential of the Ottoman tahrir reg
isters for a study of agricultural productivity in northem Syria, as it was 
delirnited by the Ottoman Sanjaq of Aleppo, in the 16th century. This 
focus also would naturally faU within the broader purview of that hoped-
ı The M edi terranean and tlıe Mediterra11ean World in rlu! Age of Philip ll, 2nd ed. rev., trans. Si an 
Reynolds, 2 vols. (New York, Cambridge, et al., 1976), vol. 1, pp. 325-26. n. 193, pp. 394-95, 394-
98, and.410; and vol. 2, Fig. 55 and p. 663. 
3 The author would like to express her appreciation to Prnfessors Nejat GöyUnç and W. - D. 
Hütteroth, the sponsors of these ıwo confercnccs, for ı heir ki nd invitation and the cxpenscs paid, and 
for the most interesting exchange that took place at ıhese conferenccs. It is most im portant to note 
that a computer progıam for the Ulilization of the data of the tahrir defterleri was developcd by Prn
fessor Arno Kleber, of the University of Bayreuıh, at the directinn of Prnfessors Göyüoç and 
Hüueroth, and is available ıo all interested researchers of the tahrir defter/eri. 
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for study of the econoınic history of the castem Mediterranean. For the 
comparative dimension, reference will be made, in this article, to the 
sanjaqs of Homs and Hamalı in central Syria, which, by the ınid-l6th
century, w ere incorporated in to the Province of Aleppo, and to the san
jaqs of Damascus, in southem Syria, and Tripoli, on the Mediterranean 
coast of central Syria. Aleppo, Damascus, and Tripoli, alike, became 
'pasha' sanjaqs, representing the governmental seats of the three great 
provinces, of the same name, of Ottoman Syria in the 16th century. This 
article al~o has an ulterior objective, and that is simply to indicare sorne
tbing of both the problems and the potential of the tahrirs. 

The use of the Ottoman tahrir registers for the question of agricul
tural productivity is a much more complicated matter than it might 
appear to be on fi rst consideration. Before adumbrating some of this 
complication, it might be useful to indicate, in advance, the general out
fuıe of the conclusions reached on this matter. Although the author would 
readily welcome the idea of a co.llaborative effort by a team of scholars 
to establish a common methodology, to use a comman computer 
program, and to coordinate its collective results to produce comprehen
sive findings for an area as great as the eastern Medlterranean, it will 
prove to be, she believes, a far more difficult task to achieve, producing 
valid results, than perhaps now imagined. This guarded assessment 
springs from a recognition of the fact that, even within a clearly,-delimit
ed area, the one sanjaq, quite a few internal problems will be encoun
tered that, in the end, are not easily resolved. When we increase the area 
of investigation, we simply end up multiplying the number of these prob
lems, which further complicates the task of comparative analysis. 

Given the problems, it rnight be preferable, in place of a team pro
ject, to coordinate the efforts of individual scholars toward the fulfill
ment of a common objective. Even in this instance, however, before 
comparative analyses can be successfully undertakcn and collective judg
ments rendered, the 'coordinating mechanisms' by wbich widely dispar
ate data can be shaped into comparable and uruform equivalences must 
first be established. They do not exist at present. Such coordinating 
mecbanisms must include, for example, both canversion tables for the 
many weights and measures used in the Ottoman Empire, which take ful
ly into account their regional variations, too, and canversion tables for 
land measurements. Coinage, its debasement and devaluation, and the 
history of prices represent other areas for which 'coordinating mecha
nisms' are still very much needed.4 In truth, other shortcomings, such as 
the stili present, and sametimes gaping, lacunae in our knowledge and 
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understanding of the fundamentals of the economic, social, and institu
tional history of the Ottoman Empire in the 15th and 16th centuries, the 
period covered by these talırir registers, continue to hamper our research 
efforts involving the registers.5 This situation, too, would benefit from 
some outside direction being given to the individual effort. Whether a 
team effort or that of the individual, research invoJving the tahrir regis-

4 ln these areas, it most be recogniıed, however, that 'the glass is half-full .' Most welcome is the fair
ly recent contribution to Ouoman metrology by Halil lnalcık- -who, in :.his as in many of hi s works, 
has 'thrown down the gauııtlet,' here on the issue of Ottomarı meh·ology, challenging scholars to illu
ınirıate this area, at the same time as he set out for us the rııdinıerıtary foundation--, "lmroduction to 
Ottoman Metrology," Turcica: reı·ue d'itudes tıırques (hereafter Turcica) IS ( 1983). pp. 311-348. 
Al so to be noted and commended is the conımitrnent by Turdea to publish fuıurc studies on Onoman 
ıncırology ina series toward the reali7..ation of a definitive guide on the subject (ibid., p. 312). Stili a 
fundamenıal source on Jslamic metrology is W alther Hinz's lslamisclıe Masse ıınd Gewiclıre (Leiden, 
19SS). 
Similarly, on the iss~es of coinage and price history, i ncluding the officially 'fixed pricc' (narh), in 
the So·called 'classical age'. there exist im portant works that have helped ıo lay a foundation, such as 
the following, bul these nced to be augmented and the_ir collective findings brought toget!ıer into one 
or several basic aud definitiv~ volumes of referencc: lbrahim A.rtuk and Cevriye Artuk. lstanbııl Ar
~.eoloji Miizeleri Teşhirdeki Isliimf Sikkeler Kata/oğu, 2 vols. ( Istanbul, 1970-74), vol. 2 especially; 
ümer LOıfi Barkan. "XV. Asrın Sonunda Bazı Biiyük Şehirlerde ~ya ve Yiyecek Fiyatlannın Tesbit 
ve Teftiş i Hususlarını Tanzim Eden Kanuni ar." Tari/ı Vesikaları ı :S ( 1 942), pp. 326-40, 2:7 (1942), 
pp. IS-40, and 2 :9 ( 1942), PP.· J68-77:_idem, "Fatih_C11rni ve Imareti Tesislerinin 1489-1490 Yılianna 
Ait Muhasebe Bilançolan," Istanbul Unil'ersitesi,lktisot FaWI!esi Mecmuosı (bereafter IF M) 23:1-2 
(1962-63), pp. 297-341: idenı, "Edirne ve Civarındaki Bazı lmaret Tesislerinin Yıllık Muhasebe 
Bilanyoları," Türk Tarih Kımını u Belgt:ler (hcreafter Belgeler) 1:1-2 ( 1964), pp. 235-377; idenı, 
"Edirne Askeri' Kasşamına Ait Tereke Defterleri (1545- 1659)," Belgeler 3:5-6 (1966), pp. 1 -479; 
idem, "XVI. Asrın Ikinci Yarısında Türkiye'de Fiyat Hareketleri," Tiirk Tarih Kımunu Belleten 
(hercafter Belleten) 34 ( 1970), pp. S57-607; idem, "The Price Revolution of the Sixtccnth Century: A 
Tuming Point in the Economic J:listory of ıhe Near East," lnternotional Joıımal of Middle East Smd
ies 6:1 ( 1975), pp. 3-28; idem, "Istanbul Sarayianna Ait Muhasebe Deftcrlen,:· Belgeler 9:13 (1979), 
pp. 1-380; Mübahat ~· Kütükoğlu, "1009 (1600) Tarihli Narh Defterine Göre Istanbul'da Çeşitli Eşya 
ve Hizmet' Fiatları," Jstonbul U niversitesi Edebiyat Fakültesi, Tarih Enstitüsü Dergisi 9 (1978), pp. 
l-8S; and Halil Sahillioğl u, "Osınanhlarda Narh Müessesesi ve 1S25 Yılı Sonunda Istanbul'da Fiyat
lar," Belgeler/e Türk Tari/ı i Dergisi 1-3 ( i 967), pp. 36-40, 54-56, and 50-53. 
S There is some irony in this situation since the IStb and 16th centuries. along with the 19th century, 
are the 'most-sıudied' periods in Ottoman history. Stili, it is ırue !hat we need many morc mono
graphs, sucs as those iı)dicated in n. 4 and the following cxamples: Ömer LOtfi Barkan,XV ve XVI in
ci Asırlarda Osmanlı lmparatorlıığımda Ziraf Ekonominin Hukuk f ve Mail Esasları, vol. 1: Kanıın
lar (İstanbul, 1943); Nicoara Beldiceanu and frene Be ldiccanu-Steinhcrr, "Rechcrches sur la prov
ince de Quaraman au X Yle siecle: etude ct actes," Jounıal of the Ecomomic and Social fl istOJ)' of tlıe 
Orient (hereafter JESf/0) 11 :1 (March 1968), pp. 1- 129; lrene Beldiccann-Steinherr. "Fiscalite et 
formes de possession de la terre arable dans I'Anatolie preonomarıe."JES/10 19:3 (Septcmber 1976). 
pp. 233-322; Coben and Lewis, Population and Re~·emıe; M. A. Cook.Populotion Pressure in Rural 
Anatolicı 1450·1600 (London, New York , Toronto, 1972); Faroqhi, TtMllS and Towıısmen of Ouo
mall Anatolia; Nejat Göyüı:ıç, XVI. l'iizyılda Mardin Soncağı (Istanbul , 1969); LUıfi GUçer, XVI
x.yu. Ascrlarda Osmanli /nıparatorluğımda Hububat Meselesi ve 1/ubııbattarı Alı11arı Vergiler 
(Istanbul, 1964); Uricl Hcyd, Smdies in Old Onoman Cr iminal Law, cd. V. L. Menage (Oxford, 
1973); Wolf-Dieter Hütteroth and Karnal Abdulfattah, Historical Geograplıy of Palestine, Transjor
dan oııd Sowlıerıı Syria it t~e /...are 16th Century (Erlangen, 1977); Halil lnaJcıl>.. "Osmanlı 
lmparatorluğunun Kııruluş ve lnkişafı Devrinde Türkiye'nin Iktisadi Vaziyeti üzerinde bir Tetk.ik 
Münascbctiyle, Selleten IS (October J 95 1 ), pp. 629-90; i dem, "Osmanlılar'da Raiyyet Rüsfımu. Bt!l
leten23 (1959), pp. S75-610; idem, Tlıe Onama11 Empire; Tlıe C/assiı:al Age 1300-1600. trans. Nor
marı ltıkowiız and Colin lmber (New York and Washington. 1973): idem, "Military and Fiscal 
Transformation in the Ottomarı Empiıe, 1600-1700," "Archivımı Onomanicunı 6 (1980), pp. 283-
337; Gyula Kaldy-Nagy, "The First Centuries of the Ouoman Military Organization," Acta Oriemal
ia Academiae Scientiarımı Hungaricae ( hercaller Acta Orientalia) 31:2 ( 1977), pp. 147-83; Bruce 
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ters is most successful when it follows a deep immersian into the tahrir 
data, within whatever imposed lirnitations, because only an intimate 
knowledge and understanding of the data allows identification of the 
problem and peculiarities that can pose difficulties for comparative 
analysis. 

Because the Ottoman tahrir registers have been within the research 
domain of historians of the 'West' since the end of World War II, any 
attempt to deseribe them courts the possibility of being not only jejune, 
but perhaps, sirnply quite unnecessary as well. Nevertheless, let one run 
these risks to mak.e the following brief observations. First, perhaps it is 
indicative of the questions we continue to harbor regarding the nature of 
the Ottoman tahrir defterleri as an histarical source that we still do not 
agree on the designation for th·is source. "Defterler" is not the problem, 
as we readily transiate this as 'registers' (s. defter). Our problem lies with 
capturing the meaning of "tahrir." "Tahrir" expresses the root meaning 
of 'recording,' or 'registering.' By some degree of mental extrapolation, 
we might also read into "tahrir" the word 'survey,' as we do indeed 
know that the iahrir registers were the product of state-conducted sur
veys undertaken in the Ottoman provinces. Consequently, "tahrir" can 
be seen as expressing the results of a cadastral survey, by the recording 
of those results in a register. 

A second issue, however, complicates our arriving at a suitable 
translation. What exactly was being surveyed in the Ottoman provinces? 
Quite sirnply, the'state surveyed all known revenue-bearing sources, with 
the view in mind of taxing these sources. Occasionally, inactive revenue 
sources were alsa recorded in the resulting registers. Since the wealth of 
the Ottoman Empire was overwhelmingly agricultural, the tahrir regis
ters are frequently, and with some justification, identified as 'land regis
ters,' or some variation thereof, which recognizes the land as being the 
prirnary source of wealth. lndeed, the New Redhouse Tui·kish-English 
Diction01·y translates "tahrir" as 'land register' in the cantext of the 
meaning it heldin Ottoman history.6 But, it is alsa quite well-known that 
the tahrir registers recorded non-agricultural sources of rcvenue as well, 
and therefore, the translation 'land register' does not capture the full 
meaning and scope of the "ıahrir" registers.7 

McGowan, Economic Life in Ortanımı Eıırope; To.xotion, trade and the strugglefor /and, 1600·1800 
(Cambridge. London, eı al., 1981); idem, "Food S\lpp1y and Taxation on the Midd1e Danube (1568-
1579)," Arehivımı Ouomanicum 1 (1969), pp. 139-96; and Vcra P. Mouıafchieva, Agrarian Rela
tions in the Onoman Empire in the 15th and l6th Ctmuries(New York, 1988). 
6 9th ed., s.v. "Tahrir." 
7 "Talırir defter/eri" is iLSelf a generic term, of la ter usage, ı hat simp1y designate~ the 'fiııal product' 
of the Otıoman practice of conducting periodic surveys of the ir provinces in the 15th and 16tb centu-
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The tahrir registers recorded, in addition to agriculturally-derived 
revenues, the revenues collected on animals yielding a usable product 
(read: from sheep to bees! ; draught animals were not taxed), the 'instru
ments' that processed agricultural products, such as oil presses and rnills, 
the rural industries, such as dye-works and looms, and the towns and 
trade and cornmerce, local and inter-regional, of the industries and cities. 
These attributes of the tahrir registers are simply not being conveyed by 
the definition '!and register.' In addition, the tahrirs sirnply do not qualify 
as land registers, because they provide so few details, if any, regarding
the size, value, and registration of !and holdings, among other attributes 
that we would normally expect of a proper land register.8 

Finally, it is well-known that the tahrir registers recorded people, 
but never the entire population. The paramount, if not exclusive, con
sideration that deterrnined who was to be recorded in the tahrirs was tax 
liability, which was incurred by virtue both of their status as 'subjects' of 
ries. The regisıers themselves were not officially titled "ıohrir defteri." They were kept, beginning in 
the l540s, in the Ottoman Imperial Registry (Defter-i hakani, alsa known as the Defter-i dergatı-i 'ali 
and the Defıerhane; see D. A. Howard, "The Histarical Development of the Ottoman lmperial Regis
try [Defter-i hakani): Mid-Fifteenth to Mid-Seventeenıh Centuries," Arehivımı Ouomanicunı ı ı 
(1986/1988), pp. 213-ı4, 2ı6-17, 221, and 229], and hence, they were also known as the 'lmperial 
Regisıers.' These regisıers are also called "Tapu" (here, 'Land'; for the ıerm "capu," see Cohen and 
Lewis, Population and Revenue. n. 2, p. 3) Registers. 
The Imperial Registry acıuaUy oversaw and housed three type of registers: the nıufossal defterleri 
('detailed regisıers'), i jmol defterleri ('summary registers'), and mınanıçe defterleri ('daily account 
register'). In the author's vi e w, only the fırst two registers can properly be regarded as "ıalırir" regis
ters, because only thesc, actually, were the producı of the periodic surveys. The distinction between 
these two tohrir regisıers is that the mıifossol register recorded the 'full complemenı' of the data col
lceted on all fiscal sources within a spceified area, including as well the entire ran.ge of land/revenue 
holdings, white the i jnıal register rceorded this data only in an abbreviated form, and, in addition, the 
scope of this register w as often limited to one category of revenue holding al one, such as to the ı imar 
holdings (the Ottoman military revenuc fiefs), and therefore, the latter register is not comprehensive, 
cilher in i ts scope or in the details it offers. Noıe that the designation "nıufossal" or "i jmol" usually 
constiıuıed part of the official title of the Aleppo tahrir re.gisıers, found on thcir opening pages. In 
this preseni study, use of the term "tahrir defter/eri", or "talırirs" for shon, will encompass both the 
mufossol and ijmol registers, although, in actuality, the study has availed iıself only of the data from 
the mıifossal rcgisters represent a 'daily' (i.e., far-removed from the 'periodic'), chronological rceol'd, 
principally of the changes that occurred regarding the ıcnure-sıatus of the Empire's miliıary revenue 
fiefs. 
The main repository of Onoman documents, the Başkanlık Arşivi (the Archives of the Prime Minis
try), in Istanbul, recognizes, in effect, the fundamental difference bctween the mıifossol and i jmol 
re.gisters on the one side and the ruınonıçe registers on the other, by classifying the former in the 

.present "Tapu ve Tahrir" (here, 'Land-Deed and Survey'; noıe the ambigui ty of this designation) See
tion of the Arcbives and ıhe latter in the recently opened "Ruznamçe" Section. A few tahrir registers 
are al so to be found in the "Maliyeden Müdevver" ('Transferred from the Finance M inistry') Seetion 
of the Archives of the Prime Ministry, and a very imponanı calleetion of tahrirs is found at the Tapu 
ve Kadasıra Genel Müdürlüğü ('Land-Deed and Cadasıral General Direcıorate') in Ankara. An excel
lent study of the Ottoman lmperial Registry is Howard 's "Historical Development of the lmperial 
Registry," pp. 213-30. For a descoption of the tahrir registe~_and their value ıo historians, see The 
Encyclopaedia of Islam, 2nd ed., s.v. "Daftar-i Khlikani", by Omer LOtfi Barkan; Cohen and Lewis, 
Population and Revenue, pp. 3-18; and G. Kılldy-Na.gy, "The Adıninistration of the sarljOq Regisıra
tions in Hungary," Acta Orientalio21 (ı968), pp. !81-223. 
8 lndeed, no less an aficionado of the Ouoman tohrinı as Ömer Lütfi Barkan ackııowledged that they 
did not constitute land registers ("Daftar-i Khlikani,'' p. 82). 
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the Empire and of their age and capability to w or k. Consequently, the 
tahrirs recorded lax-payers, which, more than anything else, affirms that 
it is the 'taxation dimension' that is at the heart of this source. In record
ing virtually only tax-payers, a whole segment of population was system
atically being excluded from the tahrirs. This was the military and ad
ministrative, including the judicial, elite of the Empire, the true 'Osman
lls' (Ottomans), who enjoyed the privilege and prestige of tax exemption. 
At the other end of the social scale, slaves were also exempted from 
paying taxes. 9 The tax-payers, then, were the farmers and farm-labor 
handş, tribesmen, artisans, shopkeepers, traders, and merchants, i.e., the 
economically productive members of Ottoman society, although tribes- · 
men are traditionally less asssociated with their economically productive 
pursuits, animal husbandry namely, than w ith their potential for causing 
harm to the legitimate economic activities of others. 

In addition to who le segments of the population being systematically 
excluded from the purview of the Ottoman tahrirs, another exclusion 
was at work within the ranks of the tax-payers themselves. This is the 
exclusion of the family members of tax-payers if they, themselves, were 
personnaly not liable for taxation, as many of them were not. Women 
and girls as a rule did not pay taxes, and neither did pre-pubescent 
boys. 10 The tax-payers, then, were adult men, and their names were re
corded, individually, under their village of residence, the quarter of the 
town or city in which they lived, ortheir clan ortribe (the village, town, 
tribe, ete. , might be regarded as fiscal units). Among these adult men, 
Ottoman administration made a further distinction between "hane" (lit., 

9 Early on, Ömer Liitfi Barkan recognizcd this deficiency, which was a phenomenon of the adminis
trativc town and city, and he came to compensate for it, in his calculations of total population based 
on thetahrir data, by adding to his ıotals another 10 or 15 per cent of their value, or, in the case of Is
tanbul. 20 per cent ("Essai sur les donnecs statistiques des rcgistres de recensement dans l'empire ot
toman aux XVe ve XVIe si~cles," JESHO 1:1 [August 1957), pp. 22-23; and "Researeh on the Ono
man Fiseal Surveys," Studies in the Economic.History of the Middle East; From the Rise·of Islam to 
the Preseni Day, ed. M.A. Cook [London, New York, and Toronto, 1970], pp. 167-68). 
10 Christian women alonc wcre held accountablc for taxation, bul this occurrcd only when they be
came widowed heads of a household (bive). This practice. howcver, was not consistently applied 
among the Christian population of the Empire (Cook, Population Pressure, p. 60), and it may tum 
out to have been characterized more by i ts absence than its prcsence. For example, it was not applicd 
to the Christian population of Ono111an Syria; bives were recorded, however, in Ouoman Trabzon 
(Hcath W. Lowry, Trabzon Şehrinin /s/ônı/aşma ve Tiirk/eşmesi, 1461-1583 [Istanbul, 1981]). 'Girls' 
wcre simply nottaxed. And, as a general practice, which by no means was strictly observed at all 
times, pre-pubescent boys were notliablc for any taxaı.ion, and therefore; they were not recorded in 
the tohriıs. When they reached the age of puberty, however, these boys, now considered to be young 
men who were capable of caming a livelihood, would be entercd in the tohrirs as 'bache lors' 
(miijen·eds). The issue of these bachelors, whether they were in fact young adult men and whether or 
how they should figure into the computation of total population fıgures, has been, for some time now, 
a lively topic of debatc among Ouoman historians. For an example of this dcbate, see Geza D~vid, 
"The Age of Unmarried Male Children in the Tohrfr-Defters (Notes on the Coefficient), "Acta 
Orientolia31:3 ( 1977), pp. 347-57. 
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'household') and "müjerred" (bachelor), recording in the tahriJ-s the 
total number of persons who fell under each category. What this distinc
tion more accurately connotes, in this context, is 'the head of a house
hold', who, most usually, was married, as opposed to the bachelor, who 
di d not head his own household.1 1 The constituent members of a hane 
w ere recorded ' in the tahrirs only to the extent that they paid taxes, and 
consequently, the household itself can not be reconstructed on the basis 
of the ıahrirs; not even the size of the household is known. Moreover, 
the talırirs rarely offer any information that would allow us to determine 
the age and sex structure of the population. Given the paucity of their 
demographic offering, it is surprising that the tahrir registers have been, 
and continue to be, referred to as 'census surveys.'12 Such serious defi
ciencies simply do not qualify the tahrir as a census survey. 

What has happened is that the tahrir registers are being designated 
as 'census surveys,' 'land registers,' 'tax registers,' ete., according to the 
ı ı Like the miijerred (see n. 10), the hane has long been the subject of an intcnse, ongoing dcbate 
among Onoman historians. Unlike the qucstion of ıhe müjerred. however, the /ı(llıt is absoluıely cen
tral ıo the quesıion of computation of total population, jusı as it is for European history. Thisauthor 
would arguc that, despitc the obvious sociological dimension of the hane (bousehold), the hane of 
the Otıoman rahrirs must be considered as a fiscal uniı since the naıure of the source in which it oc· 
curs is fundamentally fıscal in oature. Consequently, we mighı assume that, given the natural impulsc 
of governıııents to obıain as much tax revenue as possible, Ottoınao government identificd all persom 
who could conceivably qualify as 'head of a household,' w hi ch is w hat "hane" acıually mcans in this 
contex t; Ottoman government was not intercsted, per se. in the totality of the household itself, only 
in tlıe person who, as head of a bousehold. was thus liable for t3)(ation. As if to underscore the ·ıax-li
abiliıy-dimension' of the Onoman/ıane, some !eve! of tax exemption was given to cerıain 'categories' 
of persons who would otherwise have qualified as being hane. These were low-level religious func
tionaries such as the imam. the infirm, and the aged. Hence, the lıane, as iı is recorded in the Otıo
nıan talırirs, represents those who werc liablc for the full mcasure of Ottoınan taxation. 
lt follows, !hen, that Ottoman adminisıration had no particular iaterest in the actual, physical, !iv ing 
arrangemenı of the 'household head.' Whaı d id it matter whethcr he Jived with his family togetheı 
with anoıher household head and his family under the same roof, or in an area warmed by tbe same 
hearth, or not, or whcther he was the bead of an extended family or not? In the case of an extended 
family, however, we can assume that more than one 'household head' migbt be counted if thal were 
the acıual case, and absenı the disqualifying facıors of infirmity and old age. Thesc observations are 
based on the author's knowledge and understand ing of the situation as iı exisıed for ılle Province oı 
Aleppo in the 16ıh century. 
'Disqualified ha11e' must be taken ioıo account when calculating total population, but the central 
question is that of the coefficient to be applied to the total hane statistic in order ıo arrive aı an esti· 
mation of total population. The coeffıcienı should, no doubt, vary according to time, place, circum
sıance, and 'Lifestyle' (i.e., Iribal vs. seıtled). and therefore, this is an issue that can not be satisfactori· 
Iy seııled, and certainly not 'standardized.' The secondary question that needs ıo be answercd i! 
wheıhcr ıhe 'baclıelors' should automatically be assumed to be included in the "hane' count, since 
ı hey were not !iv ing in their own, independent household, or should they be added in , at some poinı. 
to the calculation of total population. This auıhor's inciination is to exeJude them. 
12 More than anyone else, Barkan. propagated this characterization of ıhe Onoman ralıriıs {as, for 
ex., in his "Essai sur !es donnees statistiques des registrcs de recensement," pp. 9-36). and ıhroug~ 
him i ı was picked up by Braudel. Times are changing, so that we now see so keen a scholar of Otıo· 
man demography as Leila Erder, who appreciates the extent to which the ıalırirs are not a propeı 
'census,' characterize the rahriı-s, more correcıly, as ·rıscal surveys' (""The Mcasuremcnt of Prcindus
ırial Population Changes: The Ottoman Empire from the 15tlı ıo the l7th Century," Middle Eastem 
Studies ı 1:3 [October 1975], pp. 284-301). 
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particolar interests of the individual researcher. There is, intrinsically, no 
barın in this, and the question of nomenclature is itself not important as 
long as there is basic agreement as to the nature of the data of the ıah
rirs, their potential for research, and their limitations for research, too. 
But, thcre is still no such cansensus at present. Therefore, it might be 
useful, if we can agree on the precminence of the revenue objective of 
the ıahrirs-- the fact that they are fiscal documents, intended, first and 
foremost, for the purposes of taxation--, to dcsignate them by a name that 
reflects this, to wit, 'tax registers' or 'provincial tax registers.' These are 
terms alrcady long in use. 13 What we would gain from this more appro
priate name is a highlighting of the nature of this source, i.e., that it was 
intended to serve the fiscal purposes of the Ottoman state, and therefore, 
we, at the very outset, should have more realistic expectations regarding 
the tahrirs as an histarical source. In drawing up the tahrirs, the Orto
man state w as not thinking of making a record for future economic or so
cial historians to pursue, and consequently, the researcher must recognize 
the fact that data recorded for fisscal purposses may, very well, fall sh ort 
of expectations when examined with other purposess in mind. 

Even where such an awareness of the actual nature of the tahrirs 
exists, there needs to be the further recognition that the tahrirs pose 
parlicular problemsfor histarical research. The sheer abundance of their 
data offering can overwhelm the researcher, as previously noted. This 
'expansive' quality of the tahrirs, however, which, in a quite lileral 
sense, often cover a great breadth of ground, must not be construed for 
comprehensiveness. If, for the purposes of illustration, we can reduce the 
data offering of the Ottoman tahrirs to 'categories of information,' ad
mittedly a mechanistic view, wc would have to acknowledge that the 
'categories' covered by this souı·ce are actually quite limited in number. 
As it is true for any histarical source, the tahrirs, too, need to be supple
mented with other sources. As to their limited 'category offering,' in this 
lies both their shortcoming, the nature of which is evident, and their 
strength. The strength of the tahrirs rests with their presenting, usually 
in a more consistent form thaf! not, data for categories of information 
that, in no other source, are to be found with such frequency and con
sistency. The tahrirs also offer a s'tatistical record. This is both their 
uniquencss and their significance for histarical research. No other source 

13 The ıenns 'fıscal survey' or 'cadasıral survey' are al so acceptable as Jong as. for the lauer, we un
dersıand w hat w as being surveyed. This au ı hor' s teacher and m.enlor, lhe Iate Professor Tibor Ilalasi
Kun, Columbia University, who was an unqualificdly enlhusiastic champioıı of the Ouomaıı talırirs, 
w as fond of the tem1 'domesday book' (as il] his "Soıne Notes on Onoman Mufassal Defter Studies." 
Raiyyet Rıisfim11: Essays presen/ed to Halil/nalcık on his Seı•entieth Binlıday. published as vol. lO of 
Journal o[T11rkislı Studies( 1986], pp. 163-66). 
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offers the possibility to obtain the outline of an entire provincial taxation 
regime. 14 

Particolar no te needs to be made of the fact that the tahrir registers 
exhibit a two-dimensional quality, Jac.lcing a true 'organic' depth, which 
poses further challenges for research. They represent rnerely a snapshot, 
frozen intheir time-frarne, for the year in which the data was collected. 15 

We do not know, and very likely we will never know, if, or to what 
extent, their tax requirements continued to be followed and taxes collect
ed according to them up until the time of the next register. Not infre
quently, a significant interval, fifteen years, twenty years, or longer, 
separated one tahrir register from its successor. What are we to make of 
this situation? It would be difficult to maintain the belief that tax rates or 
tax requirements could have remained entirely static over such lengthy 
periods of time.16 Surely, then, we have to regard the recorded tax rates 
and tax requirements, and other data, as being 'approxirnations', to some 
extent, of the reality. It has long been thought that the conquest of a new 
territory or the accession of a new sultan required that a survey be made, 
but other factors appear alsoto have been involved.17 

The timing of the Ottornan tahrirs for Syria offers an exarnple of 
the intervals between tahrirs that one might encounter. In the case of the 
Syrian tahrirs, two registers were made in quick succession in the early 
years following the Ottornan conquest in 1516; the fact that Sultan Sulei
man (1520-66) acceded to the throne four years after his father's con-

14 Before we 'wring our hands' in despair over the deficiencies and shortcomings of the Ottoman 
talırirs, we might remember the words of the economic historian Roger Owen, commenting on the 
scant sıatistical conlirmation at our disposal for the decline of the Middle Eastern economy between 
1500-1800: " ... nothing is known aboutlhe vital relationships between the size of population, culti· 
vated area, and agricu1tural production. Figures for the volume of intr.ı-regional trade and for the out· 
put of the craft indusıry are similarly lacking; and yet without such information no proper evaluation 
of changes in the total volume of economic activity is possible." (TJıe Middle East in tlıe World 
Econonıy 1800-1914 [London and New york, 1981]. p. 1.) The Ottoman rahrirs can shed some light 
on these questions. 
15 Soıne slight amendment is necessary bere. Otıoman officials carrying out a tahrir wcre instructed 
to use, as thei.r yardstick for estimating projecıed revenues, a 'three-years-average.' which, in the case 
of agticultur.ıl revenues, would have obviated the disasırous effecı of the 'extr.ıordinary yield' oeca
sioned by drought, locusts, ete. (Kıildy-Nagy, "sancaq Regisırations," p. 197). Bruce McGowan sus
pects that calculating these averages proved to be too onerous in practice, and hence, this method w~ 
likely not being followed, although he believes that consideration to the 'typical situation' was indeed 
being given ("Food Supp1y and Taxation," p. 147). This Ouoman practice, whetber actually enforced 
or not, would appear to reflect the classical lslamic practice of the 'ibra (valuation) for delennining 
agricultural revenues. For the 'ihra, see The Encyclopaedia of Islam, 2nd ed., s.v. "Khariidj," p. 1038, 
by A. K. S. Lambton. 
16 Cohen and Lewis deseribe the cash amounts recordcd in thetahrirs as 'notional' rather than 'prac
tical' ( Population and Revenue, pp. 7-8). 
17 For an cxccllent discussion of the possible factors responsible for the timing of the talırirs, see ib
id., pp. 4-6 and lO-ı ı. 
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quest of Syria may explain this short interval between these tahrirs. 
Then, the next register was made in the 1530s, to be followed by one last 
Suleiman register executed in the late 1540s/early 1550s, with the sole 
exception of one yet-later Suleiman register for Hamalı in the 1560s. 
Next followed a register recongnizing the accession of Sultan Selim II 
(1566-74). Finally, there was one last tahrirexecuted in the latter part of 
the 16th century, i.e., in the 1580s or 1590s, either quite a few years into 
the reign of Sultan Murad ID (1574-95) or at the start of the reign of 
Sultan Mehmed ın (1595-1603). For these Syrian tahrirs, the shortest 
period of time between tahrirs is the five-year interval seen for Tripoli 
between its earliest two tahrirs, while the longest is the twenty-seven
year interval between the last two tahrirs for Damascus.18 

18 The Time Sequence for the Otıoman Tahrir Regisıers (here, the 'detailed' [mufassalj regisıers) 
for the Sanjliqs of Aleppo, Damascus, Tripoli, Hamah, and Homs in the 16th Century 

~ 
ı. 1T 93 ca. 926/1519· 20 
2. TT 146/1040 ca. 933/1526-27 
3. TT 397 ca. 943/1536-37 
4. TT 454 ca. 959/1551-52 
5. TT493 978/1570.71 
6. TT 610 992/1584 

Hanıah 

1 ..... 

Tr 430 ca. 932/1525-26 
Tr 401 ca. 942/1535-36 
TT2631383 ca. 955/1548-49 
Tr 474/543r491 ca. 9n/1569-70 
TK 195/177/99 ca. 1005/1596-97 

2. Hamah + Homs, TT 137-1/418 ca. 933/1526-27 
3 ..... . 
4a. TT 1052 ca. 959/1551-52 
4b. TT 344 ca. 970/1562-63 
5. TT 564ca. 980/1572-73 
6. TK 92 1003/1594-95 

TT281 959/1551 -52 

TT 502 978/1570-71 
TK 179 ca. 995/1586-87. 

• Register was not personally examined by the author. 

Tripo/i 
TT68925/1519 
TT 1017 ca. 931/1524-25 
TT 372 [ca 943?/1536-37] 
•TK 203 954/1547-48 
TT 513/512 ca. 979/1571-72 

NOTE: lt remains a question whether a pre-932/1525-26-daıed nııifassal rcgistcr oncc cxisıed for 
Damascus, as such a rcgister is seen for both Aleppo and Tripoli. Wc mighı assume the existeııce of a 
nıufassa/ register of this time period for Hamah and Homs, on the basis of an existing i jmal (sum
mary) register that covers not only these two sanjaqs but also Tripoli --TT 548, dated ca. 925/1519. 
lt is noteworıhy that the tahrirs for the Palestinian sanjaq'S, which were part of tbe Province of Da
mascus, basically rcflcct the time-sequence seen for the Damascus tahrirs, similarly revcaling no 
rcgisıcr before the 1520s, but diverging to show one additional register in the 1550s (cf. Coben and 
Lewis, Population and Revenue, p. 10). 
The registers prefaced by Tr are found in the Iapu Iahrir Seetion of the Archives of the Primc Min
ist.ry, in Istanbul, while the regisıers prefaced by 11<' are Jocated in the Iapu ve Kadastro General Di
rectorate, in Ankara. The dates for these regisıers are those esıablished by the author, with the exeep
tion of the dates for TT 491, dated by Bemard Lewis, in "The Ottoman Archives as a Source for the 
history of the Arab Lands." Journal of the Royal Asiatic Societ)• (1951), p. 153. and for TK 203, daı
ed by Barkan. in Kanım/ar, p. 21 ı. In the absence of an official date, approximaıe datcs werc deıer
mined on the basis either of dated internal no tes or of official da tes found for the corresponding ijnıal 
rcgisıer. Where two or three registers were used to record the results of one survey (denoıed above by 
'No./No.'), an approximate date was deterrnined, and given above, on the basis of an official daıe, 
which, in aU cases, was found for one regisıer of a companion seL Oaıes for many of the above regis
ıcrs can be found in Lewis, "Arab Lands," pp. 150-54; for the dates of the Damascus registers, see 
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Given these intervals, 'continuous process,' is clearly not character
istic of the tahrir register. There should also be no apriori assumption 
that 'change' can readily be discemed from looking at one register alone. 
Yet, it is a1so true that the officials conducting the surveys not infre
quently recorded changes regarding the status of a situation, in the form 
of notes, within the registers. Many of the early Anatolian tahrirs are 
rich in such notes, while this is less true for the earliest Syrian tahrirs. 
Whether such notes are present or not, certainly the researcher can distin
guish change by comparing the tahrirs of a particular tahrir sequence, 
which, however, can be quite a difficult task. It remains noteworthy that 
change is not readily distinguished from the single tahrir register. This 
situation, thcrefore, beckons the researcber to take into consideration at 
least several tahrirs of a tahrir sequence. Preferably, however, all tah
rirs of a tahrir sequence should be considered. 

There is, today, an increasing recognition of the limitations and 
problems for histoı·ical research that the tahrirs pose.19 This recognition 
is both salutary and long overdue. It, no doubt, is a reflection of the 
growing maturity of our field, but it may represent, too, a reaction to our 
heretofore unbridled entbusiasm for and sornewhat unquestioning attitude 
toward the talırirs. It would be fooiliardy for us, however, now to take 
our newly-found criticism so far as to cü.smiss this source altogether. In 
no way can we imagine that a world empire at the height of its power and 
enjoying the benefits from its stili well-functioning institutions, like the 
Ottoman Empire in the 16th century, would spend so much effort to pro
duce a 'misbegotten' record that would hold little of interest for historians 
centruies later.20 We might remember that the Ottoman state expended 

Muhammed Adnan Baklıit, The Ouonuın Province of Damascus in the Sixteenth Century (Beirut, 
1982), pp. 297-98. Noıe that the author esıablished signifıcantly different dates for Damascus rcgis
ters TT 401 and TT 383 (see the above table) from those established by Bakhit- -i.e., ca. 950/1543 
and ca. 937/1530, rcsp.- -. which affects the clıronological order for the Damascus nııifassa/ registers 
as assigncd by Bakhit. 
The registers given on the table above are inclusive of :ıli exıanınıufassal registers ofıhe 16th centu
ry to be found for ıhese fıve sanjliqs, as of January 1989, in the ıwo above-mentioned collections in 
Istanbul and in Ankara, with the following exceptions: Tripoli Mıifassal Register TK 84. which was 
noı examined by the author; and Aleppo Mııfossa/Registcrs TK 3 and TK 39/36. dated 943/1536-37 
and 992/1584, resp., which, to judge from ıheir dates, established by the author. appcar to be copies 
of TT 397 and TT 610, re sp., given on the tab le abovc. 
19 Tn his provocaıive article posing the epistemological question-- "Wherein then is the realiy of Ot
tomaıı history to be found?" (p.319)--. Colin Heywood gives, 'pried ofp1ace' to U1e Ottonıan ta!ırirs, 
if only for the purpose of criticizing our uncritical assessıncnt and use of them ("Critica! Studies," pp. 
315-45). By no means should those neologisms 'defterology' and 'defterologist' (ibid., pp. 322 and 
325-26, rcsp.), implying a particular su b-field of Ollaınan history witl1 its own coıeric of 'prdctition
er,' be acceptcd into the lexicon of Oııoman studies. Such terms deny the very existence of 'inlrinsic 
interesı' and 'creative thought,' out of w hi ch union the best history-writing is produccd. 
20 Gcneralization and idealizaıion pose 'twin dangcrs' for the historian. lı must be aeknowlcdged that 
even wiıhin this so-called 'classical period' of Ouoman history, i.e .. the 16th century, fundamental 
problems wcre alrcady at work that would eventually destroy the classical facade. The ever-in-
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much time and attention on the process by which the tahrirs were pro
duced. It was not unusual for one ycar's tirile to be spent in executing a 
single tahrir register.21 Although this, in no way, guarantees the quality 
of the results, it does demonstrate the seriousness with which the Orto
man state viewed the underraking and their expectation that the purposes 
for whicb they intended these tahrirs were being served. Our responsi
bility as researchers is to recognize these lirnitations and problems, and to 
find a way around them in as far as it is possible, so that we might exploit 
the rich, albeit 'imperfect,' data offering of the ta/u·il-s to their fullest. 
Certainly we are the beneficiaries of their remarkably rich offering. 

THE QUESTION OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIVITY 

Agricultural productivity would appear to be one of the areas most 
easily addressed through the tahrir registers. Moreover, since it is a mat
ter that involves numbers, it would appear to be a most suitable candidate 
for computer analysis. It will be demonstrated in the pages to follow that 
the numbers themselves present significant problems. Two considerations 
should be bom in mind when one sets out to use the Ottoman tahrirs to 
determine questions of agricultural productivity. The first consideration 
is, again, that the Ottoman state undertook the tahrirs with their fiscal in
terest as the primary objective, and lherefore, simply the need for more 
revenue, or more grain, might very well have taken precedence over the 
actual conditions of agricultural productivity. Consequently, we should 
not automatically assume that tax rates are necessarily an accurate indica
tar of agricultural productivity. Yet, given the fact that the tahrirs do not 

creasing demands, at this time. on the Empire's tax-paying subjects to maintain Ottoman armies in the 
field !ed to a series of popular revolts, often under ı.he guise of religion (this is the theme of Gyula 
KaJdy-Nagy's study, "Rural and urban Life in the Age of Sultan Suleiman, "Acta Oriemalia 32:3 
[1978], pp. 285-319). In addi tion, the world-wide inflation of the 'Age of Discovery' would strike the 
Empire in full force in the Late 16th century, evenıually destroying the fınancial stabiliıy of the 
Empire and undermining its instiıutions (see Barkan, "Price Revolution;•· pp. 3-28). And, in the 
words of Barkan: "ln reality, in spite of spectacular conquesıs and the acquisition of vası ıerritories, 
the extended wars of the last half of the sixıeenth century exhausıed more and more the financi al re
serves of the O ıtoman Empire .... And, what is worsc, Ottoman conquest~ had passed the 'optimum' 
territorialliıniı. They ceased ıo be of benefiıto the finances of the state, while the defense of the con
qucred lands crcated enormous expense." lbid., p. ı S. 
21 M. Mehdi iJhan estimaıes that, under normal circumstances, a ıahrir could not be comple ted in 
less than a yeM's time ("The Process of Onoman Cadasıral Surveys during the Second Half of lthel 
Sixıeenth Century: A Study Based on the Documents from Miilıimme Defters, "Arıuarullnstitwului 
de Istorie şi Arlıeologie 'A.D. Xenopol' [Publicaıion of the Alexander I. Cuza University, Jassy, Ru· 
mania]24:1[l987]. pp. 19-20). See also Jrene Beldiceanu-Sı.einherr and N. Beldiceaııu , "Reglemenı 
onoman coneernanı le recensement (premierc moitie du XV e siecle)," Siidost-Forschwıgerı 37 
(1978), pp. 8-~. on this quesıion of the time-requirements for a tahrir. For the process that the tahrin 
entailed, see llhan, "Cadastral Surveys." pp. 17-23, and Beldiceanu-Sıeinherr and Beldiceanu. 
"Reglemenı," pp. l-24. 
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record total agricultural yields, we are wholly dependent upon their re
corded tax rates and tax revenues, whether recorded as in-cash or in-kind 
levies or both, to arrive at some estimation of agricultural productivity. 
Hence, it emerges as a major question how we, then, can assess true agri
cultural productivity, if w e can not completely 'trust' the given tax rates. 
The tahrirs' given tax rates might be seen as reflecting one of several 
possibilities: 

1) some relationship to productivity, at least at times 
2) government needs for more revenue or more grain, or 
3) the traditional tax rate applied in an area, or in a village, regard

less of actual productivity. These po~sibilities will be discussed in due 
course. 

A second consideration for the question of agricultural productivity 
is recognition of the fact that productivity may involve more than the 
usual panoply of factors, such as the quality of the soil, weather and the 
cjjmate, or the degree of rainfall or irrigation potential. Good agricultural 
!and may simply not be productive because of a shortage of cultivators or 
a lack of security; obviously, the latter may cause the former. To the cas
ual traveler to n ortbem Syria today, the plain situated north of the city of 
Aleppo, extending west of the town A'zaz and unfolding east towards the 
towns of Bab and Manbij, which reveals a plowed earth of rich, deep 
brown hues, appears to be good agricultural land.22 But, the Ottoman 
tahrirs of the 16th century do not reveal this area to have been particu
larly productive at that time, to judge productivity, from the value of the 
tax revenues being collected there. This area was both tribal and frontier 
in the 16th century. A'zaz became the seat of the Sanjaq of A'zaz (also 
known as "Liva'-i A 'zaz ve Ekrad" and and as "Liva'-i Ekrad ve Ki/fs"), 
which also encompassed the town of Kilis/Killiz and the area's Kurdish 
population; this areahada Turcoman population as well.23 Consequently, 
this area's low agricultural productivity, back then, migbt have been the 
result of the prevalence of the transhumance way of life among many of 

22 Abdui-Rahman Hamide noted that this plain, known as the plain of Defıerdar, plus the plain of Jd
lib. siıuated southwest of the city of Aleppo, were the agriculturally richesı plains of the Aleppo re
gion in the 1950s (La region d'Alep: erude de geographie rura/e(Paris, 1959], pp. 61-62). 
23 The Ottoman provincial administraıive u ni ts-- province, sanjaq (the Arabic "li va'" was in com
mon use in the Arııb lands, including northern Syria, but the au ı hor has choscn to use the term "san
jaq" instead), and nahiye-- were nothing if not variable, with provinces and sanjaqs frequcntly being 
reconfigured simply by the addition or subtraction of sarıjaqs and nalıiyes from their larger uniıs. 
This was certainly true for the Provincc of Aleppo in he 16th century. A'zaz constituted anahiye of 
the Sanjaq of Aleppo in the first two tahrirs for Aleppo (BA [for Başbakanlık Arşivi], 1T [for Tapu 
Tahrir] 93, pp. 201-81. and TT 146, pp. 490-648), arter whiclı it became an independent sanjaq of 
the Province of Aleppo, for which two later talırirs survive, BA, TT 181 and TT 506 (these are idin
tified by Bemad Lewis, in "Arab Lands", p.l5 I). 
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its population, and the resulting conditions of generally less security. 
Conversely, districts (i.e., naJıiyes) of the Sanjaq of Aleppo that showed 
a substantial degree of agricultural productivity in the 16th century, such 
as Jabal Sim'an and Sarmin, today reveal so much rock and rubble in 
theiı· soil that it is hard to believe that they were once quite productive; 
actually, this area is stili productive today.24 One imagines that the rock 
and rubble w ere, to some degree, present in their soil in the I 6th century. 
In addition to their apparent agricultural productiveness, one suspects that 
what made these districts so productive back then was the fact that they 
were situated in the interior, and therefore, they enjoyed some measure of 
protection from ttibal incursions. These districts in the 16th century were 
dotted w ith many villages, of w hi ch quite a fe w, to all appearances, not 
only were flourishing, but were supportiog as well a significant 
population. 

THE QUESTION OF TAX RA TES 

The Qasim Rates 

1n Syria of the 16th century, two basic methods for the tax asses
ment of the agricultural product were in use. The more prevalent was the 
qasim method, based directly on crop yield. It assessed the harvest of a 
partlcular crop at a specified fraction--always a simple taetion--of its total 
yield. For ex.amplc, a village's wheat harvest might be taxed at one-fifth 
of its yield. 1n contrast, the other assessment, designated as either the 
maqtu' or deymus (these terms were often used interchangeably), was 
based on the cultivated surface, taxing each crop on the basis of the culti
vated acreage, given infeddan, at rates expressedin terms of either cash, 
i. e., the Ottoman silver aqche, or a unit of measurement, such as the 
nıekkak, for in-kind levies. For example, a village's agricultural tax obli
gation might be computed as two mekkuk of wheat per feddôn, one 
mekkılk of barley, 12 menn of olive oil, and 100 aqche of 'summer 
crops' per feddanY) Or, the maqıa'-deymus assesment might compute a 

24 Writing in lhe 1950s, Ilamide noted for the region of Aleppo, in general, that not only was it ıhe 
mosı populated region of Syria, but it was al so ıhe richest in tcrms of i ts agricultural production (Lo 
r~gion d'Alep, p.3). · 
25 "Bi-her feddan 2 mekkfik qamh ve ~a'ir bir mekkilk ve ıeyt 12 menn ve Sayfi yüz aqche." These 
raıes are recorded for the viUage of Jadıilya ai-Jun of the Nolıiye of Sannin, where lhe assessmenı is 
designmed as ıhenıoqıa (BA, TI 1040, pp. 972-73). The nıekkQk is discussed, below, in the text. 
Thcfeddtin seen here is a surface measurc ı hat dates back to ıhe Byzantine period. lt can perhaps be 
identificd with tbe Egyptiaııfeddan of ı he Middlc Ages, which was equal to 6,368 sq. m. (Hinı,lslo-
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village's agricultural tax obligation simply asa single tax, i.e., in 'blanket' 
fashlon witbout distinguishing individual crops, such as at the rate of 
1,000 aqche per feddfin26; for these blank.et assessments, the tax was 
computed and collected in coin. Whether expressed in terms of coin or 
in-kjnd measurement, the maqtı1' and deymı1s denoted a fixed rate of as
sessment per unit of cultivated land. These terms can cause no smail 
measure of confusion, because, in the later ıahrirs, they often denoted 
simply a lump-sum cash payment, apparently devoid of tbeir meaning as 
a particular method of tax assessment.27 · 

The qasim and the maqtu'-deymus methods of assessment were 

misch~ Mosse, p. 65). Noıe, howcver, ıhaı the Syrianfeddlin of recent times represents a far-smaller 
area than cilher the contemporary or older Egypıianfeddnn (William Popper, Egypt and Syria under 
the Circossian Sulrans 1382-1468 A.-D.: Systematic N or es ro lbn Taghrf Birdi's Chronicles of Egypr. 
Part 2 [Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1957], p. 37). Thefedd8n is notaddressedin uııder the Circassian 
Sullaııs \382-1468 A.D.: Sysıematic Notes ıo lbn Taghr1 Biidl's Chroııicl es of Egypt Aleppo law 
codes. Where afeddl1ntoıal is given in the Aleppo rohrirs, iL is usually withouı a qualifying name. 
Tilere aresome few cases where af~ddlin is deseribed as "Rllmaru" or "ROm!" (these perhaps denote 
the same surface value, and iodicaıe, in general, the Roman/Byzantine period). In such instances, the 
"'RQmfini" or "Rüml" feddôn is sometimes found 'in opposition ıo' the so-callcd " lslilınl" {lslamic) 
feddfin.ln a few cases, it is indicaıed that the lslamicfeddlin was half the area of the ROmi/l'ddôıı 
(as, for ex., for the villages of Kitiyan and Yahmül of Sannin, BA, IT 93, pp. 483 and 551). Can wc 
assume that, when and where thefeddilıı appears wiıhout qualifıcation, it is the lslamic feddôn? 
Ina Damascus law code, dated 955/1548-49, ıhefedd[ln is defined in terms of the clıifr, another Byz
antine surface mcasurement, wbich, however, was more variable in oature, and hcnce, less precise 
than ıhefeddan. The clıift (liL, 'pair of oxen yoked to a plow'; New Redhouse Turkish-English Die· 
tionary, 9ıh ed., s.v. "Çift") expressed the amount of Iand that a yoke of oxen could plough within 
various periods of time (for the Byzantinefeddlin and chift, see T/ıe Encyclopoedio of Islam, 2nd ed., 
s.v. "Kharadj," by CL Cahen, p. 1031). According ıo the above Damascus law code, ıhere cxisıcd 
three differentfeddllns, idenıified by the aınount of !and that a yoke of oxen could plough ina period 
of aday and night (the RCimiinifeddôn), ina day alone (the Islamic feddan: the equivalence of the 
ROmıini and Rum1feddfirıs, and the value of the Islamicfeddlln as half of ıheir value, would thus ap
pear ıo be confirmed), or up to the time of noon (reproduced by Barkan, in Kammlor, prov. no. ı, p. 
220; this law code prcfaces BA, IT 263). In the Aleppo rahrirs.feddôn total s were very infrcquentJy 
given for the villages. Similarly, Hütteroıh and Abdulfatıah found that these lotals were given for on
ly about 20 per cent of the viUages of souıhem Syria and Palesiine in the Iate 16th century (Histori
cal Geography, p.76). 
In the given example, above, 100 memı.ıhen menn being a weighı, are seen to equal oneqintOr. The 
Syrian me1ın, in the Middle Ages, was equal to 819 gr., but the memı in question here appears to be 
beuer idcntified by the contemporary Egyptian menn equalling 812.5 gr. (or possibly, 814 gr.), 
which, in tum, corresponds to the Egytian qintôr (of which there were fıve ıypes in the Middle Ages) 
of 81.25 kg. (or possibly, 81.4kg.), and not to the contemporary Aleppo qirıtlir of 228 kg. (see Hi n~. 
lslomische Masse, pp. 16 and 24-26). Note that 'sumıner crops' are a common tax entry (i.e., "nıôl-i 
[or, 'ôdet-ıl Sayjij in the Ouoman tahrirs for Syria. This rcpresents a collective designation for a 
range of summcr crops, meaning crops that were usually sown in spring and harvesıed in summer or 
early fall , which, because of the small quantities in which they were being grown. wcrc lumped ıo
gether for purposes of ıaxation; thcir co lleeti ve tax rcquiremenl was expresscd in ıerms of cash. For 
the 'summer crops' of Syria, see Margaret L. Venzke, "Special Use of the Tithc asa Revenue-Raising 
Measure in the Sixteenth·Cenıury Sanjaq of Aleppo,"JESHO 29 (October ı 986), n.46, p. 268. 
26 "MaqtO, fi 1000 [aqche]." This is seen for the village of Hastaya of theNahiye of Sarmin; the ıax 
obligaıion itself is designated asdeymtıs (BA, IT 93, p.504.) 
27 In their laıer manifestation as a cash p:ıymcnt, maqtil and deymas may also connote the tax-farm
ing siıuaıion, particularly in the presence of the expression "der 'uhde-i .... "('in t.he charge of .. .') For 
furthcr discussion of the qasim and nıaqrfJ'-deynıfls assessmcnts, and of ıheir antccedenıs, see Venı
ke, "'Tithe," nn. 38-40, pp. 260-62, pp 260-61, nu. 78-83, pp. 290-93, and pp. 289-93. 
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not Ottoman in origin; their roots extend far-back into Islamic history.28 

We know that, historically, cultivators favored the qasim method of 
assessment because of its innate flexibility--when harvests were poor, 
this automatically resulted in lower tax requirements. In c0ntrast, the 
maqra'-deymus method of assessment was inelastic to actual changes in 
producüvity--when harvests were poor, tax requirements were, in no 
w ay, reduced, s ince they were based on the cultivated surface, not on 
the actual yields.29 The qasim method of assessment would appear, then, 
to be the more reliable indicator of actual agricultural activity. In no 
way would this judgment need to be revised if it were established that 
Ottoman administration was using a 'three-years-average' (the 'ibra), 
previously referred to, in determining the qasim tax requirements. 
Obviously the 'distortion' occasioned by a 'three-years-average' palesin 
comparison with the distortion inherent in the long intervals that are 
frequently seen between rahrirs. At this point, too, we will resist the 
temptation to dismiss both assessments on the grounds that the tahrir~ 
can not bear much relationship to reality anyway because of the 

sometimes-long intervals between them. This vi e w, which is not entirely 
unjustified, is nevertheless bankrupt, because it will take us nowhere! 

Some further reflection on how the maqta'-deymas assessment 
actually worked will invariably lead to an appreciation of the fact that it 
is not as good an indicator of agricultural productivity as the qasim, 
because it taxed crops according to the 'total' cultivated surface of the vil
lage or mezra'a30 (the named, cultivated sites that lay outside of the vii
iage lands, often representing former villages), not according to the actual 
acreage be:ing devoted to a particolar crop. The very fact that a vil

lage's lands, for example, may not have been of uniform fertility causes 
distortion. Furtherınore, appreciate that a minor crop, such as the various 
vetches (i.e., julban!julubban and kushene), which, in the Sanjaq of 

28 For the ir antecedents in oıl:;lamic history, the muqliseme and the mislilıa (and possibly al so the 
fasllmafsOI for ıhedeynıOs), resp., see Claude Cahen, "'Aperçu sur les impôts du sol en Syrie au moy
cn age," JESHO 18 (Ocıober 1975), pp. 238-42; Lambıon, "Khadidj," pp. 1037-40; Frede L~kke
gaard, lslamic Taxarion in the Classic Pe,riod: With Special Reference to Circumstances in Iraq 
(Copenhagen, 1950), pp. 109-125; Ahmad lbn 'Abd al-Wahh1ib aJ-Nuwayri,NiMyar al-arabj/fwıan 
al-adab, 14 vols. (Cairo, 1923-43), 8 (1931), pp. 258-61; andA. N. Poliak, Feudalism in Eg)pt, 
Syria, Palestine, and the Lebanorı, 1250-1900 (London, 1939), n. 4, p.45, and pp. 47-48 and 65-67. 
29 Lambton, "'Kharlidj,'" pp. 1037-38. lt might also be noted tahat the qasinı method of assessmenı 
proved ıo be someıhing of a disincentive to cultivaıors extending and improving the cultivaıed sur
face (ibid., p. 1038). 
30 Tn truıh, note that the auıhor has assumed that the maqtO'·deynıOs assessmenı was based on the 
'total cultivated suıface,' as opposed ıo the 'ıoıal surface; which would have included pastureland and 
other, buı this is nowhere indicaıed in the sources. Another question that arises here is whether the 
cultivated surface included the fallow, which, at all times, represented a fairly considerable area. 
Again, we have no ev idence on this point. 
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Aleppo in this period, occupied only a smail part of the cultivated area to 
judge from their tax revenues, was nevertheless being taxed at a rate 
based on the total cultivated surface. We can also recognize that, where 
one single maqıu'-deymus assessment determined the entire agricultural 
tax obligation of a village or mezra'a, the potential for distortion of the 
reality was even greater. Finally, one must also note that, in the case of 
the Aleppo tahrirs, the rates by which the maqtu'-deymus assessments 
were computed are usually not indicated.31 Tberefore, one is left no 
choice but to base a study of agricultural productivity on those situations 
where the qasim method of assessment was in use. 

Despite the foregoing valiciation of the qasim assessment for the 
purposes of a study of agricultural productivity, such a study will never
theless encounter difficulties. Let one illustrate this point with situations 
encountered, in the tahrirs, for the Sanjaq of Aleppo in the 16th centu
ry. To start out, let us consider the qasim tax rates themselves, which ap
pear, prinıafacie, to represent clear beacons that readily lend themselves 
to comparison with qasim rates from other areas. A cursory review of 
the later Aleppo tahrirs (from mid-century on) reveals the prevalence of 
the qasim rates of one-eighth, one-seventh, one-sixth, and one-fifth. As it 
is typical of research involving the tahrirs, the volume of data, at this 
point, demands that it be controlled in order to obtain meaningful fincl
ings. Accordingly, if we limit the inquiry to Aleppo's qasim tax rates as 
they are revealed in one tahrir--let us choose for this purpose the fifth 
talırir, dated 1570-71--, we can identify 765 qasinı villages or towns 
( occasionally, agricultural activity w as seen for towns), out of a total 
number of 1,008 villages and towns. Cl early the qasim method of assess
ment predominated in Aleppo at this time. It was also discovered that 
Aleppo's prevalent qasim rates fell within a relatively narrow range, 
from one-eighth to one-fıfth of the agricultural yield. The rate of one-fıfth 
was seen for 46.5 per cent of the qasim villages, followed by the rate of 
one-seventh, for 24 per cent of the villages, to be followed by the rate of 
one-eighth, for 18 per cent of the villages. The rate of one-sixth was also 
fairly common, seen for ll per cent of the qasim villages. The only other 
qasim rates encountered for Aleppo's villages were the rates of one-tenth 
and one-fourth, each seen, however, for only two villages. Table 1, be
low, presents these statistics. 

31 Raı.es aresometimes indicaıed in the fırst ıwo talırirs, buı rarely afıer this time. 
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T ABLE l. --The Range and Representation of the Qasim Tax 
Ratesas Seen for the Villages of the Sanjaq of Aleppo in 1570-71 

Qasim Villages 111 
765 2 

~ ~%.!LQ~ 
0.3 356 46.5 84 ll 

lll ~ ~ 
183 24 138 

SOURCE: Compiled from the data of BA, TT 493. 

~ !LQ ~ 
l8 2 0.3 

NOTE: For 51 of AJeppo's 1,008 villages and towns, no method of 
agricultural assessment was indicated. These cases represented villages 
dıat were either no langer inhabited or else had very few inhabitants. 

Aleppo's qasim rates strike one as being reasonable rates, if not ac
tually low rates. Theserates particularly appear to be low when they are 
com~ared with the prevalent qasim rates seen for the Sanjaq of Damas
cusin the same period--rates of one-fourthor one-third of the agricultural 
yield. These higher rates were a1so the prevalent rates seen, in the same 
period, for the Palestinian sanjaqs, which constituted the southern paıt 
of the Province of Damascus.32 This finding prompts the obvious ques
tion of whether Aleppo's lower 4asim rates truly signifıed a lower agri
cultural productivity, or were they the result of a more favorable treat
ment, by Ottoman admin.istration, in respect to taxes. The answer to both 
is 'no.' Qasim tax rates can not simply be extracted from their cantext 
and compared readily with the rates from other regions. 

There were two factors that affected Aleppo's tax rates, causing 
them to appear to be lower than they actually were: the presence in this 
Sanjaq of both the resm-i chift (farm tax) system and the maliktıne
dfvanf system (the latter will be discussed in due course). The resm-i 
chift system, represented by the resm-i clıift, resm-i bennak (bennak 
tax), and resnı-i müjerred (bachelor tax) taxes,33 was in effect in the 
32 The rates identifıed for Ottoman Damascus are based on the authors examination of the Damascus 
tahrirs. Not surprisingly, the same higher rates were idcntified for the Palestinian sanjôqs (Hütteroth 
and Abdulfattah, Histarical Geography. pp. 64·65 and 77-78). The rates of one-fourth and one-third 
also appcar to have predominated in Mamluk Syria, where, similarly, they were assigned to non-irri
gated but reasonably productive land (al-Nuwayri, Nihayat, vol. 8, pp. 258-59). 
33 The farm-tax system represents the great comerstane of Ottoman provincia1 administraiton. lt 
accorded the peasant-cultivator usufruct of and 'security of tenure' to a plot of land (the chift or farm), 
and a limited right of disposal of the holding, in return for the yearly payment of the "farm tax.' 
according to the number offarms held. Also underthis system, married adult men who hcld less-ıhan
half-a farm, who were known as "bennak", paid ıhe be1mak tax, while Jandless, unmarried young 
men, known as "bachelor," paid the bachelor(miijerred) tax (as outlinedin the law code of the tifth 
Aleppo tahrir, reproduced by Barkan, in Kanun/ar, prov. no. 1, p. 206, and as identificd in the actual 
practice). For the r~sm·i chift system, see The Encyclopaedia of !şlam, 2nd ed., s.v. "Çift-Resmi" and 
"Çiftlik," ~y Halillnalcık; lslôm :Ansiklopedisi, s.v. "Çiftlik."" by Ömer Lütfi_Barkan; Neş'et Çağatay, 
"Osmanlı Imparatorluğunda Reayadan Alınan Vergi ve Resimler,"' Ankara Vniversitesi Dil v~ Tarih
Coğrafya Fakiiiresi Dergisi 5:1 (January-February 1947), pp. 491-93 and 495-501; and loalcık, 
"Raiyyct RüsOmu;· pp. 575-601. Recogni:ıe that this ıerritorial chift, which is largely identitiable 
with the ploughland, ınust owe somt' debt to the By:ıantine chiftland-measure (for this, see n. 25). 
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Sanjôq of Aleppo in the 16th century, while it was neither introduced 
into the Sanjôq of Damascus, nor into the Palestinian sanjôqs, nor into 
the Sanjôq of Tripoli. 34 In all of Syria, the resm-i chift system w as 
applied only in the Province of Aleppo, but even here, it was not uni
formly introduced into all sanjôqs immediately following the Ottoman 
conquest. When one considers the impact of the resm-i chift taxes on the 
villages of Aleppo, their revenues, if added to the revenues obtained 
from Aleppo's common one-fifth qasim tax rate, could easily have made 
Aleppo's tax requirements comparable in 'burden' to the revenues being 
obtained from the higher qasim rates seen for Damascus and the Pales
tİnian sanjôqs. Consequently, before making a comparison of the qasim 
tax rates of different regions, one, first, must determine whether the 
resm-i chift system was uniformly in place in the regions to be com
pared. More pertinent to this study, it has thus been seen that an adminis
trative factor, here, the presence of the resm-i chift system, appears to 
have had some effect on the levels at which Aleppo's qasim rates were 
set. The implications of this for research is to obviate the possibility of an 
easy comparison being made between, for example, Aleppo's and 
Damascus's qasim rates, as their rates are simply not comparable, and 
therefore, to complicate any comparative analysis of agricultural produc
tivity based on these rates. 

The rates at which the resm-i chift, resm-i bennak, and resm-i 
müjerred taxes were being assessed in Aleppo remained the same 
throughout the 16th century after the first tahrir, where the rates were 
higher. In fact, the resm-i chift, in the first tahrir, was twice as high as 
the later resm-i chift, while the resm-i bennak was only slightly higher. 
The resm-i chift was eighty aqche in the first register, while only forty 
aqche in. the subsequent registers. The resm-i bennak was reduced from 
sixteen aqche in the first register to twelve aqche in the later registers. 
Perhaps one justification for the initially higher resm-i chift rates was 
that no resm-i müjerred was being assessed in the first tahrir, although 
bachelors were being counted and recorded in that register; in the second 
tahrir, bachelors were being only erratically taxed. We might conclude 
from this constancy seen in the resm-i chift rates that, in the 16th centu
ry, these taxes were basically 'impervious' to changes in agriculturai pro
ductivity and that the Ottoman state, at this time, was in no way manipu
lating these rates to obtain more revenue. 

34 This conclusion is based on the author's examination of the ıahrir·series for the sanjaqs of 
Damascus and Tripoli (for these registers , see n. 18). The research of Hütteroth and Abdulfatıah. 
resulting in their Histarical Geography, has confırmed the absence of this system in the Palestinian 
sanjaqs. 
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TABLE 2. --The Taxes (Expressed in Aqche) of the Resm-i Chift 
System as Seen·for the Sanjaq of Aleppo in the 16th Century According 
to the Ottoman Tahrirs 

Chift 
Bennak 
Miijerred 

(1584) 
40 
12 
6 

(1570-71) 
40 
12 
6 

(1551-52) 
40 
12 
6 

(1536-37) 
40 
12 
6 

(1526-27) 
40 
12 
6 

(1519-20) 
80 
16 

SOURCE: BA, IT 610, IT 493, IT 454, IT 397, IT 146 and 1040 
(these are companion volumes), and IT 93, from the latest to earliest 
tahrir. 

NOTE: These rates are based on the data for the three districts 
(nahiyes) of the Sanjaq--Jabal Sim'an, Sarmin, and Shughr--tbat served 
as the control group for the first five tahrirs, plus the market towns and 
villages of the entire Sanjaq. Note that Shughr was not recorded with the 
Sanjaq of Aleppo in the first tahrir (oor is this district to be found in 
any of the early tahrirs of surrounding areas). Finally note that Jabal 
Sim'an alone constituted the control group for the sixth and last tahrir 
for Aleppo in the 16th century. 

The limited presence of the resm-i chift system in Ottoman Syria is 
itself an issue of great interest that ınerits further consideration, but it is 
not witbin the focus of this article. Let one, however, observc that, if this 
system was truly a cornerstone of Ottoman provincial administration.35 

35 The roots of the resm-i chifr system, which go back to the early days of the Otıoman Empire, 
reınain very much in question. Something of a 'dual personality' can be seeıı for the system. The earli
est 'empire-wide' Otıoman qammname, that of Sultan Mehmed Tl (1451 -81), in theory representing a 
statemcnt of general Ottoman pracıicc, but some of whose provisions may be bedded in a 'localized' 
situation, reveals this dual personality. It depicts this system both as a commutation, into cash taxes, 
of the labor-services previously required of the peasant, although these labor-services might be con
tinuedin licu of cash payments, andasa tcrritorial entity (see provs. nos. 1-4 and 14, Part4; and 
prov. no. 16, Part 3, and prov. no. 7, Part 4, resp., in Barkan, Kanm;lar, pp. 390-91). For a proper un
derstanding of the aforesaid provs. ı -4, Part 4, one must consult lnalctk, Raiyyet RiisGmu, pp. 577-
81. . 
By the time of Mebmed U, the Ouoman Empire had made extensive conquests into what sbould be 
regarded as, at the very least, two disıincıively differenı areas, in ıenns not only of population buı al
so of prior administrative practice, i.e., areas wrcsred directly from Byzantine control, as in the Bal
kans, as opposed to areas under prior Islamic rule, as in Anatolia (although thcse tatter arcas, too, 
were once Byzantine). lt is tempting to equate the fırst defınition of the resnı-i chift system, as a 
commutation of labor-services, with the newly-conquered Byzantine areas, and tbe latter w ith those 
areas already under Islamic rule and practice, but such a elear-cu ı division simply appears not to be 
warranted on tbe basis of the preseot state of research. 
For the area mcasurements coonoıed by the ıerriıorial chift, see prov. no. 6, of the Hudavendigar qa
nunnanıe, dated 892/1486-87, reproduced by Barkan, in Kanun/ar. p. 2; the Sanjtiq of Hudavendi
gar, in northwesıem Anatolia, with Bursa as i ts major center, might be regarded as a 'mother-lode' of 
Ottoman provincial admiıllstrative practices, and as thus , it was the subject of a very important study 
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As we have come to view it, why was it, then, not introduced into the 
provinces of Damascus and Tripoli? We have discovered that Ottoman 
administration gradually extended, within the Province of Aleppo, the 
areas within which the resm-i chift system was to be applied, so that, by 
the mid-16th-century, the system appears to have been uniformly in 
place throughout the Province.36 Clearly, Ottoman administration delib
erated over the question of whether to introduce the resm-i chift system 
into a particular area. It would be most interesting to know what consid
erations resulted in the decisions limiting the system in Syria to its north
ern part, i.e., to the Province of AJeppo. 

This question of the presence of the resm-i chift system also re
veals anather problem that the tahrirs might pose for research . W e, tra
ditionally, rely very heavily upon the qanumıames, i.e., the statements of 
the regulations and practices that w ere in force for a sanjaq, which fre
quently are to be found at the very beginning of a ıahrir register, tbus 

by Ömer Lfiıfi Barkan and Enver :\<teriçli, Hiidave11diglir Livasi Tahrir Defterleri(Ankara, 1988). It 
is important to note that, in eastem Anatolia. in particular, somc labor services remained an obliga
tion for the pcasants even after theresm-i chift ıaxes had been introduced, and such scrviccs werc to 
be rendered in addition to the paymenı of cash ıaxes, although they might also be fultiUed by a cash 
payment (see, for example. the Di yarbekir qanwıname, dated 947/1540, pov. rıo. 8, reproduced by 
Barkruı, inKammlar, p. 132). 
The Iate Osman Turan believed the resm-i chift system to be a practice of the Anatolian (or, Ruın) 
Seljuq Staıe (1075-1277), thereby daiming for it both a Turkish and lslamic origin ("Le droit ıerrien 
sous les Scljoukidcs de Turquie: terres domaniales et diverses formcs de propri~t~ privec, "Revue des 
etudes islamiques [ 1948], pp. 34-37). N orthem Syria was itself subject to a brief period of Seljuq rule 
und er the so-called Syrian Seljuqs, but given the cenıurics-long intcrrcgnum beıween the Seljuk and 
Oııoman rule of Syria, it seems unlikely that the system would have survived untilthe Oııoman peıi
od, if indeed it ever d id exist in Seljuq Syria. lı is quiıe likcly that the Oıtomans wcre innuenced by 
di ffereni traditions, including the Seljuq, and that they combined various features fmm ılıesc to come 
up with their disıinctiveresm-i chift system. In the 16th century, by which time ıheclıift was, most 
o fıen. idenıilied by a territorial holding, it appears to have acquired the lcgal aıtribuıcs that secured to 
iıs pcasanı-cultivators some sccurity of ıenure (see fııalcık , Raiyyet RiisOnıu , p. 595, although this 
point is not enlirely made here). 
36 The resm-i chift system is seen for the Saııjaq of Aleppo in the lirsı O ıtoman talırir, dated ca. 
1519-20. i.c., four years afıcr the Ottoman conquest in 1516. lt is also seen, in this talırir, for what 
w ili later become the independent Sanjaq of "A'z!iz and the Kurds," and for the southem 11alıiyes of 
Kafr Tab. Shayıar, and Atamiya, which, later on, will be rccorded for other saııjaqs of the Province 
of Aleppo. By the time of the second tahrirs, compiled for Syria in the mid-1520s, the sanjaqs of 
Hamalı and Homs, to the south of Aleppo, appear ıo have becn joined to the Province of Aleppo, 
having formerly been surveyed as pan of the Province of Tripoli , bu ı the resnı-i chift system wa~ not 
inıroduced in to these saııjaqs at this time. It is not until the fourth tahrir at mid-ccntury, i.e., thirty
five years after the Ottoman conquest, that the resnı-i chift system was introduced inıo the sanjaqs of 
Hamah and Homs (Margaret L. Venzke, "Syria's Land-Taxat!on in the Oııoman 'Classical Age' 
!3roadly Considered." "V. Millerlerarası Türkiye Sosyal ve Iktisat Tarihi Kongresi: Tebliğler, 
Istanbul. 21-25 August 1989 [Ankara, 19901. pp. 422-23). (Noıe that, in the cited article, whaı should 
be the top line of the text for p. 423 is ınistakenly placed at the top of p. 422. Also. the following 
seetion was omittcd in the printed texı afıer "Mamluk" on line 4, p. 423: "dawra and hinı6ye. When 
the resm-i clıift system is finally introduced in Hamah and Homs some twenıy-five years later, the 
reason given. at that time. in the qamınname for Homs, is simply that the I ası of the Mamluk. .. "l Asa 
rcsult of this laıcr cxıension of the resm-i chift system, the system will be secn, apparcııtly, in the 
whole of the Province of Aleppo. However, the system w ili not be introduced elsewhere in ccnıml 
Syria, nor at all in southern Syria. 
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serving as an introduction. We need to recognize that the qanunnames 
can exhibit an 'ahistorical' quality. They can be most imprecise as to the 
actual time when a measure or practice was introduced. For example, the 
successive Aleppo qanunnames each mention, in turn, that "formerly" 
(muqaddema), when an imperial tahrir had been ordered, the "innova
tions" (bid'atlar) that had been introduced in the .time of the 
"Cherakise," i.e., the Circassians or Mamluks, who ruled Syria from 
1260 to 1516, were abolished and in their place the resm-i chift system 
w as introduced. 37 When exactly w as the resm-i chift system introduced 
into the Sanjaq of Aleppo? Had we read this notice in the qanunname 
of the fourth tahrir, we might have surmiscd that the change had taken 
place in the third Aleppo tahrir. But, this same notice appears in the 
qanunname of the third tahrir, and therefore, we realjze that the change 
had taken place earlier. Since no earlier qanunname survives for Aleppo, 
we had to check the actual entries of the first and second Aleppo tahrirs 
to determine whether the system was actually present there. It was found 
in both tahrirs, and therefore, we can conclude that the system was 
introduced shortly after the Ottoman conquest. The Aleppo qanunnames 
did not teli us this. On the contrary, given their tendeney toward repeti
tion, they can truly be misleading on this point, as well as on other 
points. Perhaps one reason for the repetition of this notice is that Otto
man administration must have grappled for some years with this question 
whether to introduce the resm-i chift system into other sanjaqs of the 
Province of Aleppo, namely Hamalı and Homs, and consequently, this 
issue remained of real topical concem.38 We should stand hereby warned 
that the information in the qanunnames must be checked against the 
actual tahrir entries, otherwise one can be seriously misled. 

Are the Qasim Tax Rates a Reliable 
Jndicator of Agricultural Productivity? 

Recogniüon of the fact that qasim tax rates from different regions 
ınay not be entirely comparable need not discrcdit their validity for any 
one sanjaq. W e might stili harbor the expectation that qasinı rates can 
be a reliable indicator of agricultural productivity withiD a sanjaq. And 
yet, this author would have to acknowledge that, in her experience, it has 

37 The qanwınames of the third. founh. and fıfth Aleppo talırirs. TK 3, p. 1-b, BA, TT 454, p. 2. 
and BA, TI 493, p. 8, resp. (this last is also reproduced by Barkan, in Kammlar. prov. no. 1, p. 206). 
38 Note that the qanwıname of the fourth tahrir for Homs clearly indicatcs, and corrcctly so, that 
the resnı-i clıift system wasbeing newly introduced aL that time. i.c., atmid-century (BA, TT 281, pp. 
3-4). 
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been difficult to assess both the significance and the reliability of qasim 
tax rates even within one sanjaq. W. -D. Hütteroth and K. Abdulfattah 
arrived at a similar conclusion when they investigated this question for 
the Palestinian sanjaqs in the late 16th century.39 This situation presents 
us with a real puzzle: was there no correlation between tax rates and agri
cultural productivity in the Ottoman provinces in the 16th century? If 
not, then, was there any rationality in the Ottoman agricultural tax sys
tem? On what factors were Ottoman agricultural tax rates based? 

These are most difficult questions to answer, and they will not, 
indeed can not, be answered here. Any attempt to determine the degree 
of correlation that existed between qasim rates and agricultural produc
tivity, even for one sanjaq, must naturally entail the comparative 
approach. That approach might seek to investigate either one area, be it a 
single nahiye or the whole of a sanjaq , over a period in time, i.e., 
through a series of tahrirs, or the constituent nahiyes of a sanjaq might 
be compared against each other for one moment in time, as represented 
by a single ıahrir. Although the most conclusive .results might be ob
tained from a sanjaq-wide. focus over a period of time, this focus would 
overwhelm the lone researcher, in terms of the volume of data involved, 
especially absent use of the computer in the arduous data-collecting 
stage, which the present regulations of the Archives of the Prime Minis
try in İstanbul do not allow. Of these options, let us consider a compari
son of nahiyes at the same moment in time. 

This approach was undertaken for the occasion of the Ottoman 
Tahrir Defterleri Conference in Konya, in 1992, when the author ' 
attempted an investigation into the question of agricultural productivity 
focusing on two nahiyes of the sanjaq of Aleppo, with the ulterior ob
jective to identify the problems that one might encounter in tahrir re
search. But, how does one single out two nahiyes? Should one have 
chosen two nahiyes that had similar qasim rates or widely varying 
ones? Given the potential problems that the ıahrir registers might pose 
for research, these problems are likely to be even more evident when a 
comparison of sirnilar situations is conducted, and therefore, the situation 
of similar qasim rates was chosen. Along analogous lines of reasoning, 
areas of higher qasim rates might reflect agricultural productivity more 
faithfully than areas of lower rates, where non-agriculturally-related fac
tors might have had greater play, thereby preventing areas that were po
tentially productive from actually becoming so. Therefore, it might be of 
greater interest to look at districts that bad lower qasim rates. Accord-

39 Histarical G~ography. pp. 64-65 and 77-78. 
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ingly, the comparison w as m ade of two Aleppo nahiyes that had lo w 
qasim ratesin the 16th century. First, however, note the benefits to be 
obtained from the sanjaq-wide perspective. In this case, it allawed us to 
single out the districts having low qasim rates. 

The 'low-tax' nahiyes thus chosen for focus were 'Amaq and Man
bij at the time of the fifth Aleppo tahrir, dated 1570-71. Here, the qasim 
rat es of one-seventh and one-eighth, respecttvely, predominated. Both 
nahiyes were situated on the periphery of the Sanjaq, and bence, they 
might be .regarded as 'frontier' districts. The other nahiyes of Aleppo 
that, similarly, had low qasim rates at this time were Bab, JabbUl, and 
Rawandan.40 See Map 1, below, for these locations. These five nahiyes 
were located on the northem and eastem peripheries of the Sanjaq, abut
ting areas where tribalism was stili strong. Amaq was situated east of 
Lake 'Amaq, on the frontier of the sanjaqs of "Uzayr and A'zaz and the 
Kurds", to the north. (Lake 'Amaq itself was reelaimed for land after 
World War ll and today is quite agriculturally productive.) 'Amaq very 
lik.ely was the more protected of the two nahiyes, because Manbij, with 
its eastem boundary extending to the Euphrates River, where it thus de
limited the northeastem periphery of the Sanjaq, confronted an ev en 
sharper 'divide' between 'the desert and the sown.' Beyond'the Euphrates 
River lay the more sparsely settled northern lraqi lands, and Iraq itself 
was to remain a battleground between the Ottoman Turks and Safavid 
Iran until the issue was decisively settled in favor of the Ottomans in 
1639. 'Amaq had less than a third of the territory of Manbij, which was 
the largest of Aleppo's nahiyes. 'Amaq also had only a third of the num
ber of Manbij's villages: fifty-three villages to Manbij's 153 villages. 
Among these so-named villages for both nahiyes, however, there were 
quite a few uninhabited villages--fifteen and sixteen for 'Amaq and Man
bij, respectively--; these rnight, more fittingly, be regarded as mezra'as. 
These uninhabited villages, plus even a cursory review of the tahrir en
tries for 'Amaq and Manbij, im press one with the ineidence of law-popu
lation density in both districts. 

When one looked more closely at the tahrir entries for all of the 
villages of 'Amaq and Manbij, however, differences between them could 
be discerned that held implications for the question of the degree of cor
relation existing between tax rates and actual agricultural productivity. 
'Amaq had slightly higher qasim tax rates, rates of one-seventh and one
sixth of the agricultural yield. The lower rate of one-seventh predom-

40 See Table ı, pp. 190-92, where theqasim ıax rates for Aleppo are presented by nahiye, in Marga
ret L. Venzkc, "The Sixteenth-Century Otı.oman Sanjaq of Aleppo: A Study of Provincial Taxation," 
Ph. D. dissertation, Columbia University, New York, 1981. 
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inated, being reflected in 43 per cent of 'Amaq's villages, and in 57.5 per 
cent of its qasim viUages. In contrast, the qasim rates seen for Manbij 
were, decidedly, a degree lower. Manbij reflected qasim rates of one
eighth and one-seventh, a scale lower than 'Amaq's rates. There was also 
one lonc rate of one-tenth. The lax rates seen for both 'Amaq and Manbij, 
ranging from one-sixth to one-eighth of the agricultural yicld, were mod
erate rates, without question. 

What merited such moderate rateıı? In both districts, there were 
relatively fewer cultivators per village than seen for many of the districts 
of the sanjaq, and therefore, this factor alone might have justified the 
lower tax rates, irrespective of the fertility of the soil in the.se dlstricts in 
any absolute sense. For 'Amaq, the average number of cultivators per 
village was 16.2, counting all villages, even the uninhabited ones, which, 
obviously, were being cultivated by 'outsiders.' For Manbij, the average 
was 14.9 cultivators.41 At this point, to achieve more meaningful statis
lics, we need to limit our focus to the qasim villages of both distFicts, 
and, moreover, to restrict ourselves further to those qasim villages for 
which complete data was given. Consequently, our focus group for 
'Amaq wiJl consist of thirty-six of its forty qasim villages, and for 
Manbij, 126 of its 139 qasim villages. This more restricted focus reveals 
for 'Amaq an even higher cultivator-per-village average than that of 
Manbij, 23.5 cultivators versus 17.8.42 

• 

Can we inferthat 'Amaq had slightly higher tax rates because it had 
a greater number of cultivators per qasim village? The situation is far 
from clear, because Manbij's cultivators, though fewer in number per 
qasim village, produced more per capita than 'Amaq's cultivatörs. The 
average Manbij cultivator produced sixteen mekkuk of wheat and barley, 
as compared to the ten mekkuk of wheat and barley produced by the 
average 'Amaq cultivator. Should we now ask whether higher tax rates 
wcre imposed on 'Amaq in an effort to goad greater productivity? It is 
also true that the average qasim viiiage of 'Amaq produced less wbeat 
and barley than the average Manbij village. The average 'Amaq village 
41 BA, IT 493. 'Amaq, pp. 596·617. and Manbij, pp. 240-93. 
42 BA. IT 493, 'Amaq, pp. 596-617, and Manbij, pp. 240·93. Note that Ol!! ı one nıaqtfi'-deynı(/s vii
Iage each is scen for 'Amaq and Manbij; in boıh cases, nıaqtü' appean; in the conıext of ıax-farming, 
and therefore. iı may noı acıually have denoıed a method of asse~~menı (ibid .. pp. 606 and 255. 
resp.). For each disırict, there were quite a number of villages-12 ::rıd 13, resp ... for which no meth
od of agriculıural assessment was indicated; these were eiıher uııinhabiıed or sparsely inhabiıed vil
lage~. and their ıaxes were recorded as a single, Jump-sum casl: payment (as al so occurred for cerıain 
qasim villagcs), hence offering no information regarding ıhe ıypes of crops grown. Also noıe that the 
given statistics for cultivators, in the ıexı above, renecı ıhe recorded "11e[eron" ('individuals': here. 
adult males) toıals. The recorded "ha11e" ('household') ıoıals were not used because they excluded 
certain cultivators, such as all 'bachelors' (nıiijerreds), who d id no ı head ıheir own household, and al
so individuals, like the imam. who received a mcasure of ıax exempıion. 
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produced 234 mekkuk of wheat and barley, as c ompared to the 286 
mekkak of wheat and barley produced by the average Manbij village. If 
both the average cultivator and average village of Manbij produced 
slightly more than the average cultivator and village of 'Amaq, then why 
were their tax rates slightly lower than those of 'Amaq? Was Manbij 
more productive because of its lower qasim rates? W as 'Amaq's agricul
turalland overworked in terms of its number of cultivators, and did this, 
consequently, result in lo w er productivity? The answers to these ques
tions are by no means evident. Indeed, we are drowning here in a sea of 
speculation! The impasse we have reached is, by no means, an unusual 
experience in tahrir research. Table 3, below, sets out these statistics for 
'Amaq and Manbij.' 

TABLE 3.-- Wheat and Barley Production for the Low-Tax Aleppo 
Nahiyes of 'Amaq and Manbij as Seen for Their Qasim Villages in 
1570-71 

Nahiye No. Villages, Total Wheat and Barley Yield 

'Amaq 
Manbij 

No. Cultivators In Halabi Mekkt1k 

36--846 
126--2248 

8,426 
36,031.6 

Average No. of Cultivators Per Qasim V iliage 
Ratio of Cultivator to Wbeat and Barley Yield in Mekkfik 
Ratio of Qasirn Yiliage to Wbeat and Barley Yield in Mekkak 

Total Agricultural and 
Wheat and Barley Revenue 

in Agche 

182,759--142,880 
510,981--478,872 

'Amag 
23.5 
1:10 
1:234 

Manbii 
18 

1:16 
1:286. 

SOURCE: BA, TT 493, Nahiye of 'Amaq, pp. 596-617, and Na
hiye of Manbij, pp. 240-293. 

NOTE: Note the lim.itation of this table to the qasim villages for 
which data was available, as opposed to the total number of qasim vil
lages for 'Amaq and Manbij- -40 and 139, resp. Note also that the given 
statistics for 'cultivators,' above, reflect the nefertin ('individuals') totals 
recorded in the tahrir entries, which reflect aU adult cultivators, even 
those who may have received some degree of tax exemption. In order to 
obtain the 'total-wheat-and-barley-yield' statistics, above, the author 
mu1tip1ied their recorded revenue requirements by the ınverse of the 
qasim tax rate. Finally, note that the given statistics for 'total agncultural 
revenue,' above, reflect the recorded taxes on all agricultural production, 
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excluding the rüsum-i 'örfiyye ('customary taxes') taxes (whose premier 
representatives are the resm-i chift taxes), which do not represent direct 
levies on the actual agricultural product. It is quite noteworthy that the 
revenue from the taxes on wheat and barley represent the far-greater part 
of the 'total agricultural revenue.' 

For'Amaq and Manbij, it appears, quite simply, that there was little 
correlation between qasim tax rates and agricultural productivity. Tax 
rates were low regardless of the number of cultivators. It was also not un
usual to see that more wheat and barley were being produced per-culti
vator when there were fewer cultivators. In addition to the previous spec
ulation on this point, we need to consider the possibility that the cultiva
tion of mezra'as played some role here, diverting some agricultural ac
tivity away from certain villages, which would result in these villages re
flecting less agricultural productivity than what we otherwise might ex
pect Unforrunately, the tahrirs frequently do not give the names of the 
villages that were cultivating mezra'as, and therefore, we can not accu
rately assess the actual agricultural activity of such villages.43 Further
more, the revenue obligations of the mezra'as tend to be given as an un
differentiated cash sum; certainly, this is true of the later Aleppo tahrirs. 
This obviates the possibility of knowing what the mezra'as actually pro
duced, and consequently, of being ab le to de termine the actual contribu
tion, by mezra'as, to the wheat and barley production of a sanjaq or 
nahiye.44 Both 'Amaq and Manbij had a significant number of mezra'as 
under cultivation. 'Amaq's mezra'as, fifty-five in number, actually sur
passed the number of its villages, although not by much, while 121 mez
ra'as were seen for Manbij.45 Mezra'as, however, may not provide the 
entire answer to this question of tax rates and village productivity, 
because mezra'as, quite simply, outnumbered villages in the Sanjaq of 
Aleppo in the fifth tahriı·.46 Therefore, 'Amaq and Manbij were not 
43 Thetahrirs frequently give, in the mezra·a entry, the name of the vi U age in whose vicinity (desig
naıed by "der neı.d-i qariye-i"; 'in the vicinity of the viiiage of .. .') the mezra'a was located. Very 
much less frequently indicated, however, is the name of the viiiage responsible for cultivating the 
mezra'a, designated by "der yed-i ahllli-i" ('in the possession of the inhabitanıs of .. .'). In the absence 
of this latter designation, are we to assume that the mezra'a was being cultivated by the village in 
wbose vicinity it was located? 
44 lı is believed that the nll!zra'as were Jargely devoıed to the cultivation of cereal crops because of 
their generally less-protected Jocations (Hütteroth and Abdulfauah, Histarical Geography, pp. 78-
79). Evcn if wc can assume this to be true for most nıezra'as. we nevertheless have no information 
regarding the actual quantity of grain being produced. Again, we have only cash sums to work witlL 
45 BA, TT 493, 'Amaq, pp. 596-617, and Manbij, pp. 240-93. Note that in cases seen for Manbij 
where more than one nıezra'a was recorded in a single nıeıra'a ent.ry, the entry, as a whole, was 
counıed simply as onemezro'a (ibid., pp. 254,261,270,280, and 291). 
46 This, however, atıesiS their importance in the equation of agricultur.ıl production. In most of the 
sanjoqs iııvestigated by Hütteroth and Abdulfattah, mezra'as represented about one-quarter of asan-
;aq's agriculıural tax yield (Historical Geography, pp. 78 and 96, Fig. 10). • 
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unique in this matter. For example, the more hcavily-taxed district of 
Jabal Sim'an, which was also a much more urban district since it sur
rounded the city of Aleppo, had a far-greater number of mezra'as in rela
tion to its villages in this period--166 meıra'as versus 64 villages.47 

Finally, one last point, which contradicts the previous observation 
regarding the greater per-cultivator productivity when there were fewer 
cultivators, is that where there existed in 'Amaq or Manbij a village with 
many cultivators, these cultivators were producing a seemingiy healthy 
tax revenue despite the low tax rates; to all appearances, these cultivators 
could have paid higher taxes. This ralses the question whethcr tax 
requirements, in the first place, were.being rationally calculated on the 
basis of their stated tax rates. In sum, the qasim rates fo~ 'Amaq and 
Manbij appear to have remained consis~ently low regardless of differing 
circumstances as to number of cultivators, and presumably also as to ag
ricultural potential. This situation leads one to suspect that other factors 
were being considered when authorities set out to establish the qasim 
rates. Certainly, in the case of 'Amaq and Manbij, there was no obvious 
correlation of tax rates with actual productivity, nor with the number of 
cultivators. 

W. -D. Hütteroth and K. Abdulfattah came to the conclusion, re
garding the differences in tax rates they encountered for the Palestinian 
sanjaqs in the Iate 16th century, that these differences could only, in 
part, be explained by natural conditions. 1'hey surmised that the qasim 
rates must reflect the hand of tradition,48 resulting in the situation where 
earlier tax rates, which, by the advent of the Ottoman period, had come 
to be regarded as the traditional rates, were simply be.i.ng continued in 
use. If tradition were to prove·to be the decisive factor in the establish
ment of the qasim tax rates, then any a priori belief in the existence of 
a rational relationship, in the 16th century, between tax rates and actual 
productivity is simply not warranted. And, certainly today's researcher 
can not automatically assume the existence of a rational relationsip, 
which brings us full-circle to the same critical question--how valid, then, 
isa study of agricultural productivity based on the qasinı tax rates? 

47 BA, 1T 493, pp. 103-178. Note that the few cases here of uninhabiıed villages were nevertheless 
counted as villages. Also, in the rare case where several nıt!Zro'as were rccorded ıogether in one 
nıezra'o entry, these were counted only as a single mezro'o. For the issue of the role playcd by the 
nıezra'a in agrieulıural production, see Margaret L. Venzlce, 'The Queslion of Declining Cereals' 
Production in the Sixteenth Century: A Sounding on the Problem-Solving Capacity of the Ouoman 
Cadastres," Turks, Hu11gorians and Kipchoks: A Fesısclırift i11 Ho11or o/Tibor Ha/asi-Kım, vol. 8 of 
Jounıal o/Turkish 3tudies (1984), pp. 261-64. 
48 flistorical Oeography, pp. 64-65 and 77-78. See also McGowan, "Food Supply and Taxation," 
pp. 177-79. . 
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The situation regarding the qasim tax rates becomes even more 
confusingwhenonedescends to the 'micro-level, 'i.e., looking at individual 
villages. Let one present a few examples, from this micro-level, of the in
congruous situations encountered for the .nahiyes of 'Amaq and Manbij 
that might bedevil aoy analysis of agriculturaJ productivity. The follow
ing examp'les are noted for 'Amaq. Two villages, Kafr Farba and 
'Anadan, produced the same amount of wheat and barley, and they were 
taxed at the same rate for these crops. Kafr Farha produced that same 
amount with 52 cultivators, 'Anadan with only 29 cultivators.49 Similarly, 
another village of 26 cultivators, Sarimi ya, produced three times as much 
wheat and barley as the viiiage of Kafr Uitash, which had only one fewer 
cultivator; these villages were subject to the same qasim rate, one
sixth.50 For another two villages that had the same tax rate, one-sixth, the 
seventeen cultivators of Mastaba produced 270 mekkak of wheat and 
barley, while the thirty cultivators of Mezra'a-i Kafr Latash, also known 
as Kafr 'Ay§.. who represented almost twice the number of cultivators of 
the former, produced less wheat and barley (only 240 mekkuk).51 For an
other two villages, Qarafi Kabl.r and Qarafi şaghir, each having the same 
number of cultivators (twelve), the tatter produced 30 mekkuk of wheat 
and barley, while the former produced seven times that amount, yet these 
viJlages were being taxed :.ıt the same rate, one-sixth.52 The evidence for 
such 'incongruities' can go on-and-on. Despite some differences in the 
types of crops being grown in the foregoing villages, wheat and barley 
were stili the primary crops for all, and therefore, such differences can 
not entirely account for the disparities seen in the production-Ievels of 
these primary cereals. 

Similar anorn.alies can also be seen for Manbij. The village of 
Tulayll, for example, which had onJy one cultivator, who had two chift' 
(farm), produced half as much wheat and barley as the village of Hawa 
with its sixteen cultivators: the former produced 140 mekkuk versus the 
280 mekkuk of the latter. Both villages produced wheat and barley ex
clusively and were subject to the same tax rate, one-seventh.53 For an
other two villages, having the same tax rate of one-eighth, Shuwayha and 

49 BA, Tr 493, pp. 596 and 597, resp. Kafr FaıM. however, did produce more 'summer' (sayjf) and 
gardcn crops. lt also produced chickpeas and broad beans, which were not seen for 'Anadlin. 
50 BA, Tr 493, pp. 597 and 598, resp. In the vicinity of Kafr Latash, there was an enclosure of neıs. 
or weir, for fishing (do/yan), which, most lilcely, diverted somc of the auention of this viiiage away 
from agriculturc (ibid. , p. 598), but surely this was not a full-time acıiviıy. 
51 BA, Tr 493, pp. 598-99 and 598, resp. The latıer viiiage was more heavily involved in summer
crop (,myji) production than the former. 
52 BA, Tr 493. pp. 602 and 603, res .... Here !here are no sign.ifıcant differences in crop specialization 
in the two villages. 
53 SA, Tr 493, p. 248. 
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Yazü Fakhar, the former with its six cultivators produced more wheat 
and barley (656 mekkuk) than the latter, which had three times as many 
cultivators, eighteen who produced only 560 mekkUk of wheat and bar
ley.54 

As one last example for Manbij , although many more examples 
could be presented, we turn to two villages that had a widely divergent 
number of cultivators: Kafi Qiran with its sole cultivator and n.sh Atan 
with its seventy-eight cultivators. Each village was subject to the same 
tax rate, one-eighth, and each produced wheat and barley exclusively. 
That one cultivator of Katı Qiran produced virtually twice as much 
wheat and barley as Tash Atan's seventy-eight cultivators, i.e., 200 
mekkuk versus 104 mekkUk!55 How can we possibly explain such dispar
ities between the number of cultivators and their agricultural output? 
There is no obvious answer. Where a village had rıo cultivators at all or 
only a fe w, we assume, again, that this land w as being cultivated from 
the outside, hence explaining some of the disparity. This, however, is not 
likely to be the entire explanallon. Even if it were, given that we often do 
not know the entire labor activity of a village, i.e., the other village or 
mezra'a lands that it might have been cultivating in addition to its own 
fields, the very concept of 'village production' is imprecise, it is often not 
ascertainable, and it is also subject to increasing distortion the greater the 
number of 'dependent' mezra'as, ete. that a village was cultivating. 

W e might seek, at this point, to bro~den our focus in hopes of gain
ing more insight into how we should interpret the situations that have 
been identified for 'Amaq and Manbij. It might also be useful to re-con
sider our basic assumption that the low population density of 'Amaq and 
Manbij was largely responsible for their low qasim rates, by comparing 
their situation with that of a district having a relatively high population 
density Accordingly, the district of Jabal Sim'an, previously referred to, 
would appear to be a suitable candidate for comparison. Jabal Sim'an is 
further recommended because of its use of the same mekkuk measure, 
the "Halabi mekkuk," for i ts cereal crops. On the basis of the 43 qasim 
villages of Jabal Sim'an, in the fifth tahrir, that were found suitable for 
comparison, it was confirmed that, indeed, these villages were more 
heavily populated, quite considerably so: the average nwnber of cultiva
tors per village was 67, to be compared with the average of 23.5 for 
'Amaq and 18 for Manbij. Jabal Sin1'an also had a higher ratio of qasim- -
viiiage to wheat-aiıd-barley-yield (in mekkuk): 1:343, to be compared 

54 BA, 1T 493. p. 264. 
55 BA, 1T 493, p. 278. That one culıivator of the foımer viiiage was a "Yürük" (nomad). 
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with 1:234 for 'Amaq and 1:286 for Manbij. So far, so good. Jabal 
Sim'an's higher qasinı rates would thus appear to make sense. However, 
if we were to compare Jabal Sim'an's ratio of cultivator to wheat-and-bar
ley-yield, 1:5, with the ratios for 'Amaq and Manbij, 1:10 and 1:16, re
spectively, to our surprise, we find that the average cultivator of Jabal 
Sim'an was producing less wheat and barley than the cultivators of 
'Amaq and Manbij.56 Therefore, we have no grounds to conclude that low 
population density, per se, was a primary factor in explaining low tax 
rates, although it might well be. High population dcnsity can be compati
ble with both higher tax rates and low per-cultivator yields, as Jabal 
Sim'an's situation demonstrates. Statistics can be 'manipulated' in so 
many ways, producing, in tum, a variety of results. Let us beware not to 
manipulate the statistics in such a way as to produce the expected or de
sired results! 

To attempt some explanation of Jabal Sim'an's low per-cultivator 
wheat-and-barley yields, it must be noted, again, that a significant num
ber of mezra'as were being cultivated in Jabal Sim'an, two-and-a-half 
times the number of its villages. We must take this mezra'a production 
int o consideration, in this ca se especially, but perhaps also in all studies 
of agriculturaJ productivity. The mezra'as are a 'wild-card' that may have 
a significant bearing on the question of agricultural productivity. The 
inclusion of mezra'as, in a study, will force us to focus such studies on 
the 'agricultural tax yields,' not crop yields, since the yields for the 
mezra'as, which were often recorded as a 'single, Jump-sum cash pay
ment, rarely offer any possibility not only for determining the crops actu
ally grown, but consequently, for computing crop yields, too. In the case 
of Jabal Sirn'an, it is quite lik.ely that the cultivation of mezra'as, togeth
er with the greater variety of crops being grown in certain areas of this 
nahiye as a result of irrigation (note, for example, that the cultivation of 
garden produce is more labor-intensive), goes a long way toward ex
plaining the seemingiy low ratio of cultivator to wheat-and-barley-yield 
seen there. It is also likely that other factors were involved that may not 
be dircctly related to agriculture. We can not discount the role of tradi
tion, and we must also consider the possibility of successful negotiation 
of tax rates, by the cultivators themselves, with provincial authorities.57 

In the discussion shortly to follow, it will be seen that a particular fiscal 

56 The statistics presented for Jabal Sim'an were compiled from the data given for this nalıiye in BA. 
TT 493, pp. 103-I 78. No te that fo ur q(/sim villages were excluded from the analysis eithcr because of 
incomplete data. being uninhabited, or of use of a variantmekkCtk. The staıistics for 'Aınaq and Man
bij are found on Table 3, above, in the tex t. The staıisıics for Jabal Sim'an were compiled in the same 
manner as the stalistics for 'Amaq and Manbij. 
57 For an cıtample of such negoıiaıion, see the ıeıtı, below. 
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policy might also be a factor in the determination of qasim tax rates. 
Last, we must recognize the possibility that the recorded estirnates of tax 
yield, which we would assuroe to be based on the given qasim Lax rates, 
may simply have been 'unscientifically' determincd, in the first place, be
cause of errors, sloppiness, or bias on the part of state officials involved, 
or because of misrepresentation by the cultivators themselves, in addition 
to the abave-named factors. The presence of even several of these factors 
might mean that there was no rational rclationship between expected 
yields and qasim tax rates. If we acknowledgc, then, that several, if not 
more, factors not directly related to agricultural productivity playeel a 
role in determining qasim tax rates, we would have to conclude that the 
qasim rate, at best, bear only a rough relationship to agricultural produc
,tivity, actual or potential. 

Given this conclusion, we might wish to seek refuge in the more 
tangible concept of 'agricultural production.' lndeed, up to this point, we 
have maintained a distinction of sorts between 'agricultural productivity,' 
the avawed focus of this study, and agricultural production. The first 
term is broader and less tangible, encompassing the aspects of potential 
productivity and of 'expected yields' (as opposed to actual yields), while 
the second represents the 'actual,' i.e., what is actually being produced re
gardless of productivity potential. As far as the data of the tahrirs is con
cemed, this distinction is a specious one. Given the irregular and fre
quently-long intervals between tahrirs, and the other problems that have 
thus far been identified, the tahrirs, ru1d the other problcms that have 
thus far been identified, the tahrirs are no morean accurate indicator for 
actual agricultural production than for the more intangible concept of 
productivity. The Ottoman tahrirs are simply an iınperfect gauge, 
whether for agricultural productivity or actual agricultural production. 

In tahrir research, a sound methodology is of critica! importance 
for the validity of the results to be obtained. The micro-level of the tah
rirs, i.e., the individual village or other fiscal unit, holds particular dan
gers for research. The examples, presented above, for the districts of 
'Aınaq and Manbij have demonstrated just how incongruous the findings 
for an individual village can be. This should constitute a warning to us of 
the inherenl potential for distortion that the micro-level holds. Obviously 
this situation argues for a broad data base to rnilitate against the distor
tions caused by the single anomolous case. Certainly, at the very mini
mum, the whole of a nahiye must be considered for any comparative 
analysis, whether based ona probe through time or not. Even a border, 
sanjaq-wide focus, however, would, by no means, eliminate the poten-
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tial problems that the tahrirs can pose for research; in fact, it would 
create problems of its own! 

In an earlier study of wheat and barley production (not produc
tivity), undertaken by this author for the Sanjaq of Aleppo in the 16th 
century, limited, however, to the Nahiye of Jabal Sim'an, one of the 
more prosperous and protected of Aleppo's nahiyes, in the first five 
Ottoman tahrirs, the findings of a decline, over time, in the primary 
cereals production, whicb was occurring against the backdrop of an 
increasing rural population, did appear to ring with some credibility. 
These findings broadly mirrored what Braudel identified as being the 
fundamental characteristics of the Mediterranean basin in the 'long 16th 
century": a significant increase in population that only began to slow 
down same time after 1550, but not without first putting pressure on the 
available cereal supplies.58 lt could not be conclusively demonstrated that 
the near-doubling of Jabal Sim'an's population in the 16th century had 
actually exerted a pressure on the existing food supplies, especially since 
the population of the city of Aleppo, situated in the neighborhood of this 
nahiye, actually declined during this period. The findings, however, of a 
decline in the wheat and barley yields of these villages at the same time 
as there occurred a significant increase in t~ number of mezra'as under 
cultivation, in addition to a steady, if not slightly greater, utilization of 
the mezra'a sites long in use, did appear to support a conclusion that a 
certain population pressure w as indeed being felt. 59 

Despite the apparent validity of these findings , they were potential
ly 'vulnerable' on one point, which centered on the study's control sam
ple. Among the first requirements of the investigation was to identify the 
villages that were consistently recorded in all five tax registers being 
used; fıfty-three villages were identified. These villages, next, had to be 
narrowed down to the qasim villages, since it is only for this assessment 
that agricultural production can be computed. Here a serious problem 
was encountered. So few villages were found to have been taxed by the 
qasim method of assessment in the earliest two tahrirs. At most, nine 
villages could be identified in one of the two registers, or in both, that 
had some continuity, however limited , with the later three registers. Con-

58 The Mediterranean, vol. ı, pp. 326-32. 394-98, 402-412, 570-76, 584-85, 591-94, 604, and 606. 
Note that Braudel 's evidence for this population increase is most a):>undant and reliable for the urban 
centers. 
59 Venzke, "Decüning Cereals' ?roduction," pp. 253-54, 256-59, and 261-64. Note thatthe popula
lion decline seen for the city of Aleppo in the l6th century goes againstthe trend that Braudel identi
fıed for the Mediterrancan. When the city of Aleppo's population is studied over the course of the 
16th and 17th ccnturies, however, growth is seen (see Andre Raymond, "The Population of Aleppo in 
the Sixteentlı and Scventecnth Centuries according to Ottoman Census Documents," lnrernarional 
Journal of M iddi e Easr Srudies 16:4 (November 1984), pp. 447-60). 
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sequently, of necessity, the 'case' for a decline in wheat and barley 
production had to rely on a very small sample at the critica! 'baseUne' of 
the time sequence. One or two anomalous cases in such a small sample 
could seriously misrepresent the baseline, and consequently skcw the 
results. Moreover , there were no grounds for thinking that those nine 
villages werc representative of Jabal Sim'an as a whole. Despite these 
concern.s, one had no recourse but to use this ve_ry small sample. In 
contrast, for the later three registers, twcnty-nine qasim villages were 
found to have been consistently recorded.60 These obviously constitute a 
much more respectable and credible sample. Nevertheless, they can not 
make up for the deficiency at the other end of the time sequence. Conse
quently, one would have to acknowledge that the findings for a decline in 
the production of the primary cereals in Jabal Sim'an are far-more relia
ble for a 'starting-point' represented by the third tafu·ir, dated ca. 
943/1536-37, than for an earlier baseline. In short, the smaJlcr the sam
ple, the less credibility the findings command and the greater the likeli
hood of their being caUed into qucstion. 

In no w ay would the author place mu ch confidence, if any, in the 
results obtained for only a few villages, or a single village, tracked over a 
period of time.61 Optimally, one entire nahiye should constitute the min
imal un it for any comparative study, whether for a comparison over a 
period of time or with other areas. We might also note that those results 
obtained for Jabal Sim' an, however valid they might be, can not automat
ically be assumed to be valid fQ r the Sarıjaq of Aleppo as a whole. The 
validity of the results found for Jabal Sim'an can, indeed, be tcsted by 
conducting further probes, based on other nahiyes of tbe Sanjaq. 'Ex
pansion of focus' is the constant call of tahı·ir research. 

This brings us to the central problem regarding the use of the ta/ı
rirs for research. The peculiarities that the tahrirs pose for research to
day argue, contradictorily, for both an in-depth and expansive s urface
survey approach. Without the in-depth probe, i.e. , the singling out of a 
nahiye, or whatever the case, and looking at it village-by-village over a 
period of time, the fundamental characterislics and peculiarities of the 
district can not be identifıed, and therefore, the groundwork necessary for 
a comparativef study wiJl not have been laid. Without this groundwork, 

60 Venzkc, "Dccliııiııg Cereaıs· Produclion:· pp. 255-56 and 258-59. Note tbat, wilhin ıJ1c nine-v ii 
Iage sample for the earliest ıwo talırirs. ılıere wcrc ıwo cascs that mighı be regarded as be ing anoına· 
lous: the viiiage of Haritlin sa w a dramaıic, more-than 200-per-cent increase in i ts wheat and barley 
production between the firsı and fıflh Aleppo wlırirs, while the viiiage of Bab al-N is saw a signifı 
cant dccline in i ts cereal production--a 79-per-cenı decline beıween lhe tirstand third whrirs ( ibid. , 
p. 259). 
61 Cf. the si mi lar opinion and concem expressed by Hcywood. in "Critica! Studies," pp. 331-36. 
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no valid, reliable study can result. On the other side of the ledger, howev
er, on what basis can one single out one nahiye for examination? Did it 
have lower tax rates, or tower agricultural production, for example, and if 
so, in relation to w hat? Obviously, one first has to determine the salient 
characteristics of the sarıjaq as a wholc in ordcr to distinguish, howcvcr 
preliminarily, the 'apparently' distinctivc characteristics of a particular 
nalıiye. For example, how else could the author have known that 'Amaq 
and Manbij were low tax-paying districts of the sanjaq of Aleppo? 
Finally, one last consideration that argues most cogently for the 'expand
ed' focus is quite simply the fact that findings for a broader data sample 
comrnand greater validity and respect than those drawn from some nar
row 'ncighborhood,' which may reflect peculiarities that are entirely its 
o w n. That one neighborhood m ay, very well, be ab le to speak for a 
broader area. However, in the absence of solid data to support such a 
daim, one is simply 'whistling in the wind' !62 

In short, tahrir research, as it should properly be conducted for a 
major comparative study, can be inexorably demanding. Optimally, a 
preliminary survey of a broad area, such as a sanjaq, should first be W1-

dertaken in order to obtain a sense of the 'lie of the land,' with the ulterior 
objective to identify the focus for an initial probe. The researcher must 
next probe deeply, preferably through several tahrirs, and directly con
front the peculiarities that are to be found in the data of the probe(s). 
There is ever the danger of drowning in the details. Before reaching that 
point, the rescareher must extricate him or herself in order, not only to 
determinc the findings at hand, but also to begin to see the broader pic
ture and the implications of the data. The more probes that can be made, 
the clearer the outline to emerge and the better the foundation for com
parative analysis. In the case of a study considering more than one san
jaq, a team-effort would be most welcome, but it can only be successful 
with an extraordinary degree of cooperation and communication. 

The Elfeel of Fiscal Policy on Qasim Tax Rates 

Qasim tax rates might also be affected by fiscal policy. This was 
found to be the casefor quite a few of the vaqf and mülk villages of the 

62 The ıneıhodologically creative (especially for the period of its publication) and justifiably admired 
sıııdy of M.A. Cook ( Population Pressm·e in Rural Anatolia) is nevertheless vulnerable on this ques
tion of 'reprcscntativeness.' On what evidencc can we be assurcd that the 'parts' of the three sanjaqs 
that coınprised his focus were represenıative of the wholc of that great and di verse expanse of territo· 
ry known as Anatolia? The author himself, to his credit, makes no such claims, noting al so that he 
was guided in the selection of these three areas by the relative completeness of their talırir series (i b
id., p. ı o and n. ı. p. 10). 
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Sanjaq of Aleppo that were affected by a policy change introduced in 
the fourth tah1·ir at mid-century. Before addressing this policy change, 
!et one first note that, by Mid-century, AJeppo's vaqf and mülk regime 
had come to bear a fairly marked resemblance to the nuiliktıne-dtvllnf 
vaqf and mülk regime that was widespread in Anatolia in the 16th cen
tury, as well as earlier. The basic fcature of the Anatolian millikane
dtvônt regime was the division of rcvenue, within the same village or 
mezra'a, bctween the bolders of vaqf (mortmain) and miilk (freehold) 
on the one side, and the state or its officials, i.e., the military-administra
tive elite, on the other sidc. Thanks to Irene Beldiceanu-Steinherr's 
pioneering work on this particolar vaqf and mülk regime, we can now 
identify this regime with the Anatelian Seljuq S ta te (1 07 5-1 277) in i ts 
later period, where the regime is seen to date back at least to the 
mid-13th century, if not earlier.63 In truth, w e do not know ho w the 
regime, or system, might have operated in its original form, since we are 
only viewing it, for the first time, some two centuries Later, as it is 
revealed to us in the Ottoman ıahrirs. We might expect that the regime 
underwent changes over time and that the Ottomans themselves intro
duced changes to it. Since the regime's distinctive revenue-division 
characteristic may be seen for other Islarnic political administrations, for 
example, that of the Marnluks in Egypt and Syria,64 we canfot identify a 
truly unique characteristic for the millikllne-dfvant regime outside of its 
nomenclature, where 'millikane' denoted the revenue share of vaqflmülk 
and 'dfvilnf' the share of the state and i ts representatives. 

Notwithstanding our very incomplete mıderstand.iı1g of this special 
regime, many of AJeppo's vaqf and mülk villages and mezra'as came to 
reflect. not only the 'divided-revenue' characteristic seen in Anatolia, but 
also its range of revenue-apportionment seen in this time period. The 
most dislinctive characteristic of Aleppo's mtıliktıne-dtvant regime 
entailed the practice of taxing the agricultural yield, in effect, twice: the 
revenue from one assessment would go to vaqflmülk (sometimes, the 
state would also receive a share of this revenue), while the state and its 
representatives received the rcvenue from the second assessment, with no 

63 "Fiscalit~ ... pp. 241-48. For studies of the nıôlikône-di\·ônf system, see ibid .. pp. 241-67 and 295-
300; Nicoara Beldiceanu and lrene Beldiccanu-Steirıherr. "Qaraman," pp. 69-70; Omer Lütfi Barkan, 
"Türk-lslliın Toprak Hukuku Ta~biklnin Osmanlı Imparatorluğunda Aldığı Şekiller: 1. Mlilikiine
Diviin1 Sistemi," Tı'irk 1/ukuJ.. ve Iktisat Tarihi Mecnıuasi 2 (1932-39), pp. 1 19-84; and Margaret L. 
Venzke, "Aieppo's Môlikône·Dfvônf System," Joumal of the Anıerican Oriental Society 106: 3 
(1986), pp. 451-69. 
64 This is quite clearly !.J1anifested for Mamluk Egypt in the magisterial compilation of landholders 
by Heinz Halm, in his Agypten nach denmcmılukisclıen Lelıensregistern, 2 vols. (Wiesbadcn, 1979 
and 1982). The similar division of revenue-holding seen in Ottoman Syria, from i ıs earliesı period, 
musı, at least in part, reflect the preceding Maroluk situaıion in the view of the author. 
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intrusian here from vaqflmülk.65 In the Sanjaq of Aleppo, the nomencla
ture distinctive to the Anatolian regime, "mô.likane" and "dtvant", was 
not in use. On the contrary, the vaqflmülk revenue share had no special 
designation outside of "hô.sil" (here: revenue) in the Iate registers, while 
the state's revenue share was specifically designated as the "tithe" 
('öshr). Creating much confusion is the fact that, in Anatolia's mô.likane
dfvônf regime, "'öshr" designated the revenue share of vaqjlmülk, not 
that of the statc as seen for Aleppo's môlikane-dfvanfregin1e. This prac
tice of two, apparently independent, assessments on the agricultural yield 
in Aleppo appears to have been a practice of some time-standing. How
ever, as the result of a fiscal policy introduced into the Sanjaq of Aleppo 
at mid-century, i.e., beginning with the fourth tahrir, the Ottoman ad
ministration increased the tax rates for the tithe, with the result that the 
state or its representatives would now receive more revenue through the 
tithe. This change significantly increased the tithe revenues, bringing 
them much closer, in magnitude, to the revenues being obtained through 
the first, non-tithe agricultural assessment.66 Clearly this was a fiscal 
measure that was intended to produce more revenue for the state. It is 
noteworthy that no such fiscal measure was introduced in to the vaqf and 
mülk regime of the Province of Damascus in this period. 67 Consequently, 
the vaqf and mülk regimes of Aleppo and Damascus can not be consid
ered to be enlirely comparable, which might possibly pose probJems for 
any comparative analysis. 

What is particularly relevant here to this issue of the validity of the 
qasim tax rates as an iındicator of a5ruicultural productivity is that this 
tithe fiscal policy affected the qasim tax rates, too. Specifically, it 
caused the lowering of the qasim tax rates for the non-tithe assessment, 
whose revenues were being received by vaqj and mülk, at the same time 
as the tithe tax rates, whose revenue beneficiaries were the state and its 
officials, were being raised; the tithe rates are not known, since they were 
not recorded in the tahrir entries.68 The effect of this policy, which, no 
doubt, also speaks to its intent, can easily be appreciated if we wcre to 
65 For an identifıcation of Aleppo's vaqf-nıiilk situation with that ol Anatolia's môlikône-dMJnf sys
tem, see Venzke, "Aieppo's Môlfktine-Dfv{infSystem," pp. 457-60. 
66 For further d iscussion of this fiscal policy, see Venıke, "Special Use of the Tithe," pp. 257-303. 
Barkan also observed the cncroachment of the state on the interests of vaqf and mı1/k where the 
m1ilikône- dfv{infsystem was, or had been, in place in Anatolia, in his "Miilikfuıe- Divtlnl Sistemi." 
pp. 135, 136, and 141·42. See also the mention of this phcnomenon ina Di yarbekir qanumıanıe, bc
low, in the text. 
67 This conclusion is based on the author's examination of the relevant mıifassal registers for Da
mascus, BA, TT 263/383, datedı ca. 955/1548-49, and TT 474/543. dated ca. 977/1569-70. 
68 This tithe revenue was the producı either of the qasim method of assessment or the maqrfi'
deymıis, depeneling upon which assessmenı was designated for the fırst agricultural levy; the method 
of assessmenı used for the tithe is not actually indicaıed in the rahrir entries. Where the tithe is the 
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imagine the agricultural revenues of malikane-dtvani villages as consti
tuting an economic revenue pie whose size has remained relatively 
unchanged over a long period of time, because tax revenues had not 
increased. As a res u lt of this new fiscal policy, the pie, w hile remaining 
unchanged in size, was neverthelcss being cut ina different manner: the 
state was being '.served up' a larger portion of the pie, while vaqf and 
mülk were receiving a .correspondingly smaUer portion of it. Actually, 
this was a elever adm.inistrative policy, because it resulted in the state ob
taining more revenue for itself, through the tithe, w hile not inercasing the 
overall tax burden on the ,village or mezra'a. The state achieved this 
revenue increase simply by effecting a redistribution of the revcnue of 
the existing pie at the expense of vaqf and mülk. Here we cleaı· ly see Ot
toman adrnini stration rnanipulating the qasim tax rates as a matter of 
fiscal policy, and therefore, in this instance, the qasim rates can not be 
considered to represent a direct indicator of agricultural productivity. 

The effects of this fiscal policy can easily be tabulated. Table 4. be
low, reveals its effects, as illustrated for selected villages of the Aleppo 
nahiyes of Jabal Sim'an and Sarmin. It presents, for these villages, their 
total agricultural revenue, which is also broken down into its cornponent 
first agricultural assessment (i.e., "lst levy") and the tithe assessment, as 
recorded in the third, fourth, and fifth tahrirs. In looking at the columns 
under the heading "ca. 1536-37" (the date of the third talu·ir), which rep
resents the baseline period, before the policy was introduced, two points 
should be noted: one, the tithe revenues at this time represented rather 
rnodest sums in comparison with the total agricultural revenue being col
lected from these villages; and two, the qasim tax rates were the higher 
rates for Aleppo, rates of one-fifth aı1d one-fourth. A change regarding 
these two points will be seen in the fourth tahrir, a11d sametimes also in 
the later tahrirs. This change, quite simply, took the form of a rather 
substantial revenue-increase in the tithe from mid-century on, at the saıne 

product of the qasinı assessınent (agaiıı, this is not actually indicated), noı only is the qasim ıax. rate 
for the tithc not given, bul, in addition, any auempıs at ınalhematical computation to determine this 
ıax. mte do not resul ı ina simple fraction. In sum, one can not determinc w hatthe tithe tax. ratc was in 
thesc cases; on the question of these tithe ıax rales, see Venıke, "Special Use of the Tithe." pp. 273-
79. 
In contrasl, the Aleppo qanunname of the fifth ıahrir clearly states how the titbe revenues were 
being computed in the situaıion where the maqtu'-deymus assessment was in use. In these cases, the 
non·tithe and tithe revenues were apportioned from a single agıicultumllevy. which was determined 
by ıhe nıaqtu'-deymas assessment, according ıo a 60:40 ratio, rcsp. (BA, IT 493, p. 14; also repro
duced by Barkan, in Kammlar, provs. nos. 16 and 17, p. 210; thesc provisions are discusscd by 
Venıke, in "Special Use of the Tithe," pp. 295-97). Note that thcrc was also a second type tithe in the 
Sanjaq of Aleppo, which represented a ıax directly levi ed on vaqf/millk; in the case of this type tithe, 
the tax. rate can easily be deduced. For a discussion of this type ~i the in Aleppo, see Vcnzke, "SpcciaJ 
Use of ıhc Tiıhc," pp. 304-315. 
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time as the qasim tax rates for tkıe non-tithe assessment were being !ow
ered, to the modest rates of one-eighth and one-seventh. In the maqtu'
deymas villages of Table 4 (these villages are identified by the absence 
of a qasim tax rate), the tithe revenues similarly saw an increase in the 
later tahr:irs, while the non-tithe revenues declined. In suın, the qasim 
tax rates inay not indicate what the researcher, prima facie, would 
believe them to :indicate. These tax rates must be studied and understood 
within their immed:iate context. The lowei: qasim rates secn for the tithe 
villages of Aleppo in the later tahrirs--rates of one-eighth and one
sevenili--are roughly the equivalent of the earlier rates of one-fifth and 
one-fourth, when the effect of the tithe tax-rate increase, in the later 
registers, is taken into account. Again, the researchcr ınust beware! 

The Aleppo qanunname of the fourth talırir offers an explanation, 
which is not, however, altogetlıer credible, for this new policy affecting 
the tithe. Indeed, the Ottoman administration went to some pai.ns to justi
fy the revenue loss that this policy inflicted on vaqf and mülk.69 This 
partlcular use of the tithe in the Sanjaq of Aleppo, actually in the Prov
ince of Aleppo, would appear not to have been a mere 'local' phenome
non. There are indications of a sirnilar manipulation of qasim tax rates, 
and likewise to the detriment of the interests of vaqf and mülk, in cer
tain Anatolian qanunnames found in Ö.L. Barkan's Kanun/ar. For ex
ample, the Diyarbekir qanunname dated 947/1540-4 1, in attempting to 
explain why villages that used to pay one-half of their agricultural reve
nue to vaqf now pay only one-quarter to vaqf,10 would appear to identi
fy a similar adm:inistrative initiative to gain more revenuc for the state at 
the expense of vaqf and mülk. It appears not unlikely that this policy 
was applied over a wide area. Regardless of its extent, wherever the poli
cy was introduced, it represents a factor that must be taken i.nto consider
ation in any study that uses the qasinı tax rates. Certainly, too, this most 
interesting tithe issue merits further investigation in its own right. 

69 BA. lT 454. pp. 6·8. lt should be noted that. at the same rime as ıhe administraıion ı-.ıised ıhe tiıhe 
ıax raıes, in ıhe fourth tahrir, ıo benefit the state and its represenıaıives. iı also imposed ıhe ıi ıhe. 
elsewherc. as a ıax requirement for Ibe fırsı time. This 1ast ıiıhe measure became known as ıhc "new 
tithe" ('öslır-i jedfd). and it became ıhe source of 1oca1 conırover.;y. For ıhis "new tiıhe" mcasure. see 
Venzke, "Provincia1 Taxation:· Ph. D. di ss .. pp. 470·542; BA, lT 454. pp. 6 and 9 (of the qamm· 
name)p and TT 493, pp. 12-1 3 (of the qanmmame), a1so reproduced by Barkan. in Kammlar. prov. 
no. 14, p. 209. 
70 Prov. no. 23, reproduced by Barkan, in Kammlar, p. 135. Noıe ıhaı this provision. 1ike oıhers 
ıreaıing ıhis matter , is extremely difficulı ıo undersıand. 
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TABLE 4.--The Ottoman Policy, Introduced at Mid-Century, That 
Effects a Re-Division of Agricultural Revenues in Favor of the State's, 
Tithe Revenue, as Illustrated for Selected Villages of the Aleppo Na-
hiyes of Jabal Sim'an and Sarmin in Successive Tahrirs of the 16th 
Century 

1570-71 ca.l551-52 [Policy Change] ca. 1536-37 LBaseline] 
Q. Ist Tiıhe Total Q. Ist Tithe Total Q. Ist Tiıhe Total 

Levy (2) (1 & 2) Levy (2) (1 & 2) Levy (2) (1& 2) 
Jabal 
Sim'an 
'Ajil 9300 6200 15500 9300 6200 15500 14001 1500 15500 
Bahfis 24000 -· 2400) 14400 9600 24000 2400) 24000 
Hawar ın 6960 5200 12160 ın 4987 3815 8802 1/5 10000 2640 12640 
ai-Gharbiya 
Jibnn 1/7 16500 -- 16500 ın 11995 4&15 16810 1/4 17000 ı7000 

aı-Kasb 

Nayrab· · ın 12240 9200 21440 ın 8655 6670 ı5325 1/5 19200 2000 21200 
Hal ab 
Qabtan 12000 8000 20000 12000 8000 20000 18000 2000 20000 
ai-Jabal 
Sartılın 

BamaghOn 18000 - 18000 10800 7200 ı8000 16500 16500 
B arlılsa 1/5 2400) - 24000 ı/8 14200 10000 24200 ı/5 25000 25000 
ldlib 27000 18000 45000 27000 18000 45000 37000 5000 42000 
al-Kubra 
Kafr 1/5 13603 ·- 13603 14000 .. 14000 10500 10500 
Hanjar 
Kafr Jilıis 20000 -- 20000 12000 8000 20000 20000 20000 
Kafrya ı8000 -- ı 8000 . 10800 7200 ı8000 (8000 18000 

SOURCE: For Jabal Sim'an, BA, TT 493, pp. 103- 178; BA, TT 
454, pp. 94-158; and BA, TT 397, pp. 84-127. For Sarmin, BA, TT 493, 
pp. 332-440; BA, TT 454, pp. 298-379; and BA, TT 379, pp. 678-736. 

NOTE: Note that the third Aleppo tahrir, dated ca. 1536-37, serves 
as the baseline, by which the later changes made to the tithe can be seen. 
A 'blank' under the "Q." (for 'Qasim Assessment') Column indicates the 
Maqtu/Deymı'is assessment. Note also that the qasim tax rates, above, 
govern only the revenue of the "lst Jevy"; the tithe revenue, in the qasim 
situation, is obtained as the result of a second agricultural levy. However, 
in the maqtu-deymfis situation , the lithe represents an apportionment of 
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the total agricultural revenue that is obtained from a single assessment, 
wilh one part of the revenue going to the tithe and the other part going to 
the "I st levy." Finally, note that the tithe, in the above cases, represents 
the type tithe that is achieved as a result of a second agricultural Ievy or 
of an apportionment from the total revenue. It is not the other type tithe 
seen in Aleppo that represents a direct assessment on vaqj and mülk. 

The Maqtu'-Deymus Medhod of Agricultural Assessment 
The maqtu-deymas method· of assessment offered an alternative to 

the use of the qasim assessment in Ottoman Syria of the 16th century. 
As an assessment based on the cultivated area, not on the agricultural 
harvests, it offers no possibility for determining total agricultural yields, 
n or does it provide a 'clear indicator' for agricultural productivity, as the 
qasim tax ra tes reputedly, though often rnistakenly, are believed to do. 
(In light of the previous discussion, we have come to realize that neither 
ls the qasim tax rate itself such a clear, unambiguous indicator of pro
ductivity.) Despite these s!hortcomings, the maqtu'-deymus method of as
sessment should be considered in any study of agricultural productlvity, 
because it offers anather perspective on the issue. 

A casual examination of the maqtu'-deymus villages of the Sanjaq 
of Aleppo in the fıfth tahrir leaves one with the impression that quite a 
few of the most productive villages were those in which this assessment 
w as being applied; for theincidence of this assessment, see M ap 1, above. 71 

71 This irnpression of the moqt{l'-deynıas villagcs is rcinforced particularly by the identificaıion of 
the highest ineidence of such viUages with the greater Sarmin market area, which can be identified by 
the nalıiyes that applied the Sarmin mekkak, and, ıo a lesser extent, wi th the greaıer Hıl.r)ın market 
area, whiclı can be idenıified by the 1ıahiyes that appl icd the 'H arim' rnekldik (for a percentage-break
down of nıa<Jta'-deylflfls villages in the Sanjaq of Aleppo, by nahiye. see Table 1, in Venzke, 
"Provincial Taxation," Ph. D. diss., pp. 190-92; and, for these nıekknk areas, see Map 2, below in the 
texL) 
The Aleppo talırirs offer seemingiy contradictory ev idence orı this question of the nıaqtıi'-deymas as
sessmeot's relaıionship to agricultural prosperity. The qammnanıes indicate that, for villages and 
nıezra'as subject to the nıaqtü'-assessment in the pası, the administration re-affinned this nıaqıı1' 
status for some of these cases. with revenue increases in the fourth and fifth tahrirs, w hile it recog
nized for other cascs the starus of qasinı or !heir having become "hôlr' (uninhabited). lt is also indi
cated thaL for c~rtain villages [and mezra'as] "on the verge of ruin, and no longer able to support the 
deymas, "these would now be recorded for the qasim assessment ("deym!lsa mütehamnıil olrııayub 
harabc müşrif olmuş"; BA, IT 493; p. 8, also reproduced by Barkan, in Kammlar, prov. no. 2, p. 
206; this same provision is also found, with substantially the same language, in the earlier qanun· 
1ıames, TK 3, p. 1-b, and BA, TT 454, p. 2). The meaning of the enti re provision is not altogether 
clear. It implies. at the very least, that the qasim assessment was the admi nistraıion's choice for the 
rev iv al of villages and mezra'os. There is al so the suggcsıion that the nıaqtıl'-deynıas assessmcnı w as 
responsible for the ruin of villages and nıezra'as, but this may be no more than administrative polem
ic; notc that the terms maqtıl' and deynıas are being used sornewhat indiscriminately in thcse qanım
names. Overall, it appears that the maqtfl'-deymtls assessment was losing ground to the qasinı assess
ment, by administrative choice. 
In contrast to this adminisıraıive favoring of the qasinı assessment, ılıere is some ev idence that the 
villagers themselves may have preferred the nıaqıfl'-deymfis assessmenL This evidenee is found in 
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This prompts the question of whether these villages w ere, coincidentally, 
just naturally more productive, or was the method of assessment in soıne 
way responsible for their greater productivity? This is a question that 
clearJy merits investigation. We know that the maqtti '-deymus assess
ment entailed the calleetion of taxes twice a year, whereas the qasim as
sessment entailed three tax-collection periods.72 Therefore, it is possible 
that the 'apparent' greater prosperity of the maqtu'-deymas villagcs, if in
deed this is confirıned through further investigation, stemmed, in some 
part, from the greater freedam they enjoyed from tax collectors. 

It is also one's impression that the tax obligations of Aleppo's 
maqtu'-deymus villages, in the lateı: tahrirs, changed less over time than 
the obügations of qasim viUages, fo r which significant fluctuations can 
sametimes be seen?3 How this shou ld be interpreted is not clear, but it 
might be seen as offering some canfirmation of the fact that the nıaqıu'
deynıus method of assessment was less directly tied to actual conditions 
of agricultUial productivity. For the purposes of the present inquiry, it 
would serve as a further illustration of the point that the numbers found 
in the tahrirs mu st be interpreted with great caution. Finally, it is clear 
from the Aleppo ıahrirs that the maqtu'-deymus assessment enjoyed a 
greater prevalence in the early tahrirs.14 Why it lost some favor over the 

notices. in the second A leppotahrir, indicating that villagers had come forward (seemingly on ılıeir 
own initiative) and had agreed to pay ılıcir total tax obligation as ;ı spccificd deymfis suın (here mean
ing a cash suın), to be paid in ıwo i ns tal l ınents, altlıough the qucsı.ion of installments is not always 
addresscd. For examples of such notices, see BA. TI 146, pp. 331-32.522,560,561,566-67,624-25, 
642,940-43,988. 1021, 1022, 1057-58. 1066-67; and BA. TI' 1040. pp. 766-68, 772·73. 8 13,817-
18, 818, 820-2 1. 823·24, 825-26, 859. 877. and 883. lt is not cleaı· how we should interpret these 
noı ices. The dı:ymfis ılıat is being agreed to perhaps indicatcs 'cash paynıent' al one. witlıout aııy refer
ence to method of assessment What might lıave beeıı ıııtracıive ı o ılıesc villagcrs was the fact that Uıe 
moqtll'-deynılls asscssmenı entailed only. two yearly payınents, as opposed to the three requi red for 
the qosinı assessment (for this issue, see bel o w in the text). Al so, transportation c os ts to mark e ts ınay 
have been ıı fncıor here; noıe ılıat many of ılıe cited noıices were for villages siıuated in more outly
ing arcas. Thcse cases leave us wiılı the iınpression that the administraıion and ılıc pcasant-cultivators 
favored differeııı method s of assessment. at least in these cases. 
72 The qanımname of the fıfth Aleppo w/u·ir, SA, TI 493, pp. 10- 11 ; al so reproduced by Barkan, in 
Kammfar, prov. no. 1 O, p. 208. Note that ılıe twice-per-year collecı.ion-period is iııdicatcd specifical
ly for the 'cash deymus.' 
73 For some indication of this, see Table 4, above in ılıe text, where the total agriculturdl ıax obliga
tions of the nıaqll1'·deynıfis villages are seen ıo have reınained largely unchangcd from tlıc third to 
tlıe tifılıtalırirs. 

74 This greater prevalence in the early talırirs is demonstrated for the nohiyes of Jabal Sim'an and 
Sarmin. on Table 5, p. 278, in Venzke, "Provincial Taxaıion," Ph. D. diss. This should not be inıer
preted as indicaling the presence of a more exıensivc cash ecoııomy in ılıe early 16th century. 
because, at ılıat time. thenıoqtii'-deymıis revenues were frequently being computed and paid in kind. 
By the time of the fıfth rahrir for Aleppo, ılıere was a gener.ıl decline in the number of nwqul'
deynu1s villages. Tlıen, only nineteen per cenı of Aleppo's villagcs (and ıowns), representing ı 92 vil
lages out of a total number of ı 008. w ere subject to ılı e nıaqtfi'.deynılls assessment, as compared to 
Lhe 76 per cent subject to ılıe qasinı assessment; no method of ıax assessment was indicated for the 
re maining 5 per cent of ılıe viJiages. ınany of which were in decline. For these sıaıisıics, see ibid .• 
Table 1 , pp. 190·92 
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course of the century, like so very much else regarding this assessment, 
is simpJy not known. What is clear is that, the greater the ineidence of the 
maqtu'-deymus assessment, the fewer the opportunities for calculating 
agricutural yields and conducting comparativc analyses based on such 
yields. 

THE QUESTION OF A MULTITUDE OF MEASURES 

Last, butcertainly not least,among the issues that might pose compli
cations for a study of agricultural productivity are the great variety of 
agricultural wcights and measures of capacity seen for the Ottoman 
Empire. Again, this question of weights and measures goes to the heart 
of the issue of the 'coordinating mechanisms' that yet remain very much 
needed before comparative research into the question of agricultural 
productivüy can be successfully undertRken. (It might be noted that such 
research would naturally prefer for comparisons to be made on the basis 
of 'in-kind' measures, rather than of their cash equivalences, since the !at
ter is clearly a step removed from the actual yields.) Certainly the pletho
ra of measures that existed can present major problems for any compara
tive study involving different regions of the Empire. Less well-appreciat
ed perhaps is the fact that different measures for the same crop rnight al
so be present within even the same sanjaq, as well as what appears to be 
variations within a single measure, both further complicating the task of 
comparative study. 

In the discussion to follow, we willleave altogelher outside of con
sideration the ,rneasures that were used for the minor cereal grains, forage 
crops, and legumes, for which the individual measure tended to exhibit 
an even greater variability, and address only the measures used for the 
primary cereals, wheat and barley, in the Sanjaq of Aleppo in the 16th 
century. The later Aleppo tahrirs offer little information on the wheat 
and barley measures, and the surviving qanwınames (fouod for the third, 
fourth, fifth, and sixth tahrirs) do not address the subject at all.75 There-

75 From the carliesı ex.ıanı Aleppo qanımrıanıe on, TK 3 (a copy of this rahrir is also found in the 
Başbakanlık Acchives, Istanbul, cataJogued as TT 397; however, i ts qcmımrıame has not ~urvivcd), 2 
pp. unnuınbcrcd, found at the begiııning of the register following i ts honorific inıroductioıı; BA. 'IT 
454, pp. 2- 10; BA, TT 493, pp. 8-15 {the last is also reproduced by Barkan, in Kamuılrır, pp. 206-
210); anel BA. TT 610, pp. 4-1 ı (significanı pagirıation problcms occur here; this qrmwı11tmıe rcpre
senıs an alnıost-verbatiın version of the qamtlllll/1111! of TT 493). 
lt is notcworthy ı hat, for the Sanjaq of Tripoli, where the mckklik measure for the primary cereal 
grains w as al so in use. the qarııımıame of the first Onoman tahrir does give some indicaıion of the 
value of the three different mekkuks in use there. The most '~idespread mekkıtk, the so-named 
"Tariibulils mekkıtk" (Tripoli mekkiik), was the equivalent of ten Istanbul ki/e. Arıother nıekkflk had 
the value of 1.5 Tarabul us mekl..ılk, while the third nıekkQk measure was the equivalent. of two 
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fore, the researcher must dig for information. A cursory examination of 
the Aleppo tahrirs will reveal that two basic measures of capacity were 
being used for the primary cereal grains in the 16th century. The more 
prevalent was denoted simply by a mim ( ) in the later registers. From 
the earliest Aleppo tahrirs (the first two), where this measure is spelled 
out, one understands that this is the mekkuk measurc, rather than the 
menn or the mudd, which were al so measures seen historically for Syria.76 

But, which mekkuk measu(e is this? W. Hinz idenLified several different 
mekkuk-measures for Syria and Iraq in the Middle Ages.77 Therefore, we 
are confronted with the problem of having to choose from among several 
possibilities. 

A lirnitation on our focus at this po int might be useful. If we exam
ine the wheat and barley measures as they are rcvealed in the fiftb Alep-
Tarabulus nıeklcuk (BA, 1T 68, p. 5; another pan of this qammnanıe has also been reproduced by 
Barkan, in Kaııwılar, pp. 551-52). The firsı and third-menıioned mek/..lil.s seen for Tripoli are also 
identified in a Jaıer Tripoli qanunname , found in the tahrir TK 203, daıed 954/1547-48, a f~gmcnt 
of w hi ch Barkan has reproduced in Kanım/ar. as prov. no. 1 1, p. 215. For the value of the Istanbul 
ki/e, i.e .. as 20 oqqa = 25.656 kg. for wheat, which would give lhe one Tripoli meklctik. above, a 
weight of ca. 257 kg., see Hinz,lslamische Masse. p. 41; and lnalcık, "Ottoman Mctrology," n. 55. p. 
330 and p. 333. For the significam variation in the ki/e lhat the Ottoman administration allowed in 
their European provinces, see Jnalcık, "Onoman Meırology," pp. 330-34. 
For the Sanjoq of Darnascus in the 16lh century, anolher measure for lhe primary ccreal grains was 
in use--the ghirara. Allhough this measure is mentioned in ıhc ıwo extant qarıwırıanıes of lhis peri
od. no corresponding value for it was givefı (BA. IT 263, pp. 6 and 9, also reproduced by Barkan, in 
Kanun/ar. pp. 223 and 225; and, the same provisions in BA, ·rr 474, pp. 15 and ı 9). For the giririira 
mcasure in pre-Ottoman Syria and Palestine, see Hinz, lslamisclıe Masse, pp. 37-38; Bemard Lewis, 
Notes ond Docımıenısfronı the Turkish Archives: A Comribution to tlıe History oftlıe Jews in the Ot
roman Enıpire, Oriental Notes and Studies, no. 3 (Jerusalcm, 1952). p. 17; and idem, "Jaffa in the 
16lh Century, According to the Ouoman Tahrir Registers," Necati Lugal Armağam (Ankara, 1968), 
n. S, p. 437. Mamluk sources equate the glıirôra of Damascus w ith approximately 2.5 mekktik of 
Tripoli, buı which Tripoli mekktlk would this be? Theglıirôra's approximaıc wcight and capacity in 
the Mamluk period were, according to Lewis. a little more lhan 200 kg., of wbeat presumably, and 
sornewhat morc than 250 ütres (Notes and Docımıems, p. 17); this is also conlirmed by Hinz (lsla
mischc Masse, p. 38). 
Maroluk sources also equate the glıirara of Damascus wiıh approximately 2.5 nıekkli.k of Aleppo 
(Jiinz, /slamisclıe Masse, p. 45), which wouıd appcar, thcn, to recognize lhe same measure for these 
particuıar Aleppo and Tripoli nıeklcüks, but one should treat this equa~ing of tlıe ıwo mekktiks with 
grcat caution. The Tripoli mekkli.k in the Onoman period, valued at lO Istanbul ki/e= more than 250 
kg., wouıd appear ıo have had a considerably greaier weight lhan that atıributed to it in the Marnluk 
period. It should be pointed out, however, that the Oaınascus glıirôra would appear to equate correc<
ly with 'two-and-a-half-times' the weight of lhat "Aleppo nıekktlk," of the M arnluk period, valued at 
8 ı kg. for wheaı (for this me/d..-uk, see n. 77, below). 
76 For lhe menn and mudd, weight and volume measures, resp., in historic Syria. see Hinz, Islamis
che Masse. pp. 16 and 46; and Muhsin D. Yusuf, Econonıic Survey of Syria during the Tenth ond 
Elevii/h Cemuries (Berlin, ı 985), pp. 230 and 231. 
77 lslamisclıe Masse. pp. 44-45. In the ı4lh and 15lh cenıurics, 2.5 Aleppomdkılk, on lhe average, 
corresponded to one Damascus ghirôra, making one Aleppo meklclik worth 81.75 kg. of wbeaL Earli
er, in the 12lh century, one Aleppo nıekkı1k was said to equal 19 sımbul of Shayzar (a town in cen
tral Syria loeated norlhwest of Hamalı), which represenıed approximately 6 ı kg. of wheaı. Ibi d., pp. 
44-45 and 37-38. The sunbul measure (to be discussed below in lhe text), lhc second of the ıwo pri
mary ccreal grain measures seen for the Sanjaq of Aleppo in the 16th century, was seen for the Hatay 
disıricts, in lhe wesıem pan of the Sarıjaq. located north of Shayzar. The mekklik and sımbul meas
ures, in lhe Sonjaq of Aleppo, quiıe cl early predated lhe Ottoman conqucsı. 
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po tahrir, where a greater standardization in the use of weights and 
measures is seen, we can identify two great zones for these measures. 
The larger zone, the mekkuk zone, lay east of the Orontes River (al-' Asi). 
Within this zone, five mekkuk sub-zones can be distinguished, based on 
the different cash-valuations seen for their respective mekkuks. Rarely is 
it indicated in this Aleppo tahrir which mekkuk type was in use. 
Therefore, the different mekkuk types and their areas of application can 
only be established by the researcher calculating the per-mekkuk-of
wheat-and-barley cash equivalences for every village and mezra'a where 
the mekkUk measurc was being used. Certainly the computer, but even 
the hand-calculator, can be most useful in this task. In the end, it was 
found that a· ıarge degree of correspondence existed in this tahrir be
tween mekkuk type and nalziye; one nahiye tended to apply the same 
mekkuk type, witht some exceptions. Such a degree of correspondence 
between mekkuk type and nahiye simply did not exist in the early regis
ters. 

The most prominent mekkıik types found for the Sanjaq of Aleppo 
in the fıfth tahrir were the "Halab1" ('Aleppo') and "Sarm!ru" mekkaks, 
n amed, one would assume, after the two great market centers of this east
em mekkuk zone, the city of Aleppo and the town of Sarmin.78 The 
· Halabi mekkuk was applied in an cxtensive, contiguous area representing 
the eastemmost part of this zone, plus in the non-contiguous Nahiye of 
'Amaq, to the west. This Halab1 mekkuk sub-zone encompassed seven 
nahiyes: Jabal Sim'an, Manakh, JabbOl, Bab, Manbij, 'Amaq, and likely 
Khalaqa.79 The Halabi mekkuk was also applied occasionally in the Na
hiye of Sarmtn. 80 The Sarınlnl mekkuk w as also fo und to have been ap
plied ·ın a contiguous area, as represented by four nahiyes: Sarmlıı, Jabal 
Sarnmaq, Jabal Bant 'Alim, and Zawiya.81 This area was, in general, a 

78 An indication of the variety and importance of the market activity of Aleppo al)d Sarmin can be 
gleancd from their tax-rcvenue lisıs (muqlita'ôt), in BA, TT 493, pp. 98-101 and 338, resp. Aleppo 
ıowered over al l towns of northem Syria in ıerms of its market activity. 
79 BA, TT 493, pp. 103-78, 179-93, 194-2 13, 214-38, 240-93, 596-617 and 562-71, in theorderin 
which the nahiyes are given in the text , above. Bccause tax requirements in Khalaqa wcre here ex
prcssed as a cash payment. no information on grain measures was available. This tendeney toward 
cash payment was also ırue for the carliertahrirs, and therefore, one can not be cenain which mcas
ure was being applicd in this districL In the lirsı rahrir, one linds two villages where the Halabi 
mekkf/k was namedas being in use (BA, TT 93, pp. 419 and 421). In the third tahrir, there was only 
one qasim village, w hi ch does appear ıo have u sed the Aleppo nıekkt/k, to judge from the given cas h 
valuaıion, BA, TT 397, pp. 552-58. On this slim evidence, then, rcsts the presumption that Khalaqa 
was pan of the Halabi rnekkil k zone. If this would provc to be incorrect, then Khalaqa would. most 
Likely, be part of the Hfu'im mekkt?k zonc. 
80 There it is seen for only ıwo villages in the fıfth ıahrir, BA, TT 493, pp. 366 and 426-27. It was 
more prevalent in this disnicı in the earlicr tahrirs. For cxample, in the first tahrir, it was scen in 
seven villages, BA, TT 93, pp. 510-11,513,516-17. 534,534-35,543-45, and 548-49. 
81 BA. IT 493, pp. 332-440, 442-69. 470-80, and 482-503, givcn in theorderin which ıhese nolıiyes 
appear in the text, above. 
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thriving agricultural and market area in the 16tl, century. 
For Aleppo's remaining three mekkuk sub-zones in the fifth talırir, 

the mekkCtk-type was nowhere named, but it would appear that different 
mekkuks were in use to judge from their different cash equivalences, al
though thcsc differences might also be attributable to differences in the 
quality of the grain. Let us assume that these differences point to differ
ences in the mekkuk measure i ts elf. Accordingly, in the N alıiye of 
Rawandan (or Ravende, in Turkey today), a different mekkfik typc was 
encountered; we might call it the 'Rawandan' mekkuk.82 Similarly, in the 
Nahiye of Ruj , yet another mekkuk typc was seen; !et us cal! it the 'Rfij' 
mekkuk.83 For the last mekkuk sub-ıone, we might designate the 
mekkuk-typc there in use as lhe 'Harim' mekkuk; a "Har1mi mekkCik" 
was actual ly namedin the early registers. This so-called Hfuim mekkttk 
was applied in a contiguous area, consisting of the nahiyes of Hfuim Ja
bal A'la, and Jabal Barisha, and possibly Khalaqa, if tlıe last is not cor
rectly identified with the Halabi mekkuk zone.84 These mekf...r([k sub
zones of the Sanjaq of Aleppo are represented on Map 2, bel o w, w hi ch, 
for each nahiye, presents the predominant measure there in use, which 
was not necessarily the only ıneasure in use. It can easily be appreciated 
how the ex istence of five mekkuk sub-ıones can complicate a compara
tive study limited even to this Sanjaq. Yet greater difficulties would be 
encountered were a comparative analysis extended to other sanjaqs, 
where completely different measures might have been in use, such as the 
ghirara mcasure seen for the cereal grains in the neighboring Sanjaq of 
Damascus. 85 

The magnitude of the capacity-difference existing between the 
afore-given mekkuk measures must also be !ecognized. The greatest dif
ference found was between the Halabi and Sarm1nl mekkuks. The Halabi 
mekkUk for wheat, in the fifth tahrir, was valued at 130 aqche, while 
the Sarminl mekkuk for wbeat coınmanded 300 aqche, over twice as 
much. Note, again, that we have to rely here upon the aqclıe-value of a 
particular mekkuk, because nowhere in the Aleppo tahrirs is the 
weighl/capacity-value of the mekkuk expressed. Simiraly, the Halabi 
mekkuk for barley was valued at 70 aqche, while the Sarınlni mekkuk 
for barley commanded 150 aqche, again, more than twice as much. If we 
look more closely at Aleppo's mekkuk sub-zones, we can see thal the 
sınaller-volume mekkuks w ere found in the eastern paıt of the Sanjaq, 

82 BA. 1T 493, pp. 294-330. 
83 BA, 1T 493, pp. 504-531. 
84 BA. 1T 493, pp. 536-61, 572-82. and 583-95, in theorderin which thenahiyes arenamed in the 
text, above. For d iscussion of the "'Hanmi nıekkıik"' of the early Aleppo tahrirs, see n. 90, below. 
85 For the value of theglıirôra measure, see n. 75, above. 
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where they were represented by the Halabi and 'Rawandfuı ' mekkuks (the 
larter was vaJued at 120 aqche for wheat and 60 aqche for barley). 
Further west, we see the larger-volume mekkuks, as represented by the 
Sarmini, Rüj, and Harim mekkuks. The 'ROj' and 'Harlm' mekkuks were 
valued at 250 and 230 aqche for wheat, respectively, while both were 
valued at the same 140 aqche for barley. Again, refer to Map 2 for these 
locations. 

We should perhaps reconsider our prior assumption that the differ
ent cash-valuations seen for the mekkuk did, in fact, denote different-size 
capacity-measures. Given the rather sman difference existing between 
the cash-valuation for wheat of our so-named ROj and Harim nıekk:Ctks, 
and the fact that no difference is seen in the valuation of their barley, 
raises the possibility that these were the same-volume measure, for 
which the difference in the wheat-cash-valuation was attributable to dif
ferences in the quality of the wheat being grown. It is even possible that 
this 'same-volume' measme was actually the Satmını nıekkuk, or a varla
tion on it, since the cash-valuation differences between these three 
nıekkuks are not very great. Similarly, our so-named Rawandan mekk:Ctk 
may actually represent a variation on the standard Halabi mekkı1.k. If this 
speculation were to prove correct, then the Sanjaq of Aleppo would be 
characterized by only two nıekkuk zones in the fifth tahrir--the Halabi 
and Sarminl. Regardless of the case, it is of great interest that, not only 
did there exist, at the very least, two mekktık sub-zones, but these zones 
al.so reflected a truly significant capacity difference--more than twofold, 
to judge from their cash valuations. To what do we attribute the signifi
cant difference seenin these two mekkuks? Simply to custom? W as crop 
quality not a factor? Certainly minor cash-valuation differences in the 
mekkuk mighl be attributable to crop quality. Or, does it reflect differ
ences in productivity? It is true that the areas irt which the sınaller Halab1 
and 'Rawandan' mekkuks were in use nonnally experience less rainfall 
than the areas further west.86 

Aleppo's second zooe, in the fifth ta/u-ir, for the wheat and barley 
measures would appear to be that of the sunbu.l, which represented a 
considerably smaller-volume measure than the mekkılk. The sunbul 
zone, which was also far-less extensive than the mekkuk zone, lay north 

86 W e have no reason to thirı.k that there was a conscious policy on the part of Ouoman adıninisıra
tion to apply here different capacity measures in an atıerne pt to 'equalize' the revenues being received 
by the provincial cavalry or Ottoman offıcials in the Sanj&q, as the adıninistratioıı was known to do, 
on occasion, when local cereal prices varied sharply from place to place (see n. 91, below). becaues, 
in the lıigher-voluıne Saımini nıekkıik zone, tax requirements tcnded to be paid in cash, white they 
were, rnore frequently, being paid in ki nd in the smaller-volume Halabi rnekkar zone, just the oppo
site of what an administrative intervention would have provided. 
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and west of the Orontes River, where it was seen as a uniform zone. Ac
tually, this zone can largely be identified today w ith Turkcy's Hatay 
Province, excepting its southemınası area, which remained part of Syria 
after the cession, by France, of the Hatay to Turkey in 1939. In the six 
nahiyes where the sunbul was being applied--Antiliya, Suwayda (to
day , Sainandağı ,) AltGn Üzi, Jabal Aqra' , Qusayr (part of which lay east 
of the Orantes River), and Shugr--, it was valued uniformly at 22 aqche 
for wheat and ll agche for barley.87 This sunbul zone is shownon Map 
2, abovc. The great disparity existing between the sunbul and mekkuk 
measures makes difficult any attempted comparative analysis of the pro
ductivity of the primary cereals limited to the Sanjaq of Aleppo alone, 
and certainly, the problem is compounded by the apparent capacity-dif
ferenccs seen within the mekkuk measure itself. 

On top of the problems that have thus far been identified on the ba
sis of only one Aleppo tahrir, the fifth, one would also have to contend 
with the fact that, in the earliest Aleppo ıahrirs, there was less carrela
tion of a particular measure with one nahiye; several measures rnight be 
87 BA, TT 493, pp. 633-59, 660-71. 672-704, 705-34, 736-805, and 806-57, given in the ord cr in 
which thcsc nalıiyes appcar in the text, above. The 1:19, "A1eppo-nıekkı2k" to swıbul, ratio seen for 
Syria in ıhe 12th century, which gave the sunbulthe value of 3.206 l<g. vis-d-vis an "Aleppo 
rnek/d/k" valuedaı ca. 61 kg. of wheat (Hinz,Islamisclıe Masse, pp. 44 and 51), is noı secn refleeted 
between any one of the ftvemekkılk Lypes and the sı111bul scen for theSanjaq of Aleppo in the 16th 
century, to judge from ıheir given cash equivalences. The ratio existing between the "Halabinıekkılk" 
and the sımbul, in the 16th century, r.tnged between 1:6 and 1:5 for wheat, and beıween 1:7.5 and 1 :5 
for barley, based on ıheir cash equivalences in tax regisıers three through five ( for thesc ratios, see 
Table 5. below in the text). Obviously the "Sarmini mekkuk" would more closely approximate the 
'1: 19 ratio.' The "Sarmini mekkuk" : sımbul ratios, as reflccted by thcir cash equivalcnces in registers 
three through five, ranged between 1:10 and 1:13.6 for wheat and 1:12. and 1:\5 for barley (see Tabi e 
5, bclow). 
Despiıe tlıis closer approximation based on the Sarmini nıekkılk, we should perhaps reconsider 
wheıher the identification of the sunbul hereisa correchet identification. lt is poss ible ılıat the "slıi
nik," a larger-volume measurc than the swıbul, which, as half the value of the ki le,= 12.828 kg. (see 
lnalcık, "Ottoman Metrology," p. 324, n. 55, p. 330 and p. 333), should be read for "sımbul"; the 
problenıatical terminal letıers of words written in thcsiyaqat script, in the tahrirs, can admit the pos
sibility of confusion between the Jetters kef and lam. 
There is, however, ev idence tha t would appear to go against this "shinik" identification. The author 
found two cases where what appeared ıo be the "sımbul" measure was being usedas if it \~ere a sub
unit of the nıekkılk ıo el( press, in both cases where w hat appcared to be ılıe "sımbul" measure was be
ing used as if it were a sub-unit of the mekkak to express. in both cases, the barley ıax requiremenı. 
These cases were found for distcicts on the norlhem periphery of theSanjaq of Aleppo: one for a vii
Iage of A'zaz in the firs t talırir, the other for a viiiage o f Manbij in the fifth tahrir. For both cases, 
the ratio between the nıekkılk and the "sunbul ," specifically , for the "A'zazi" mekk(lk valued at 144 
and 100 aqclıe for wheat and barley, and ıhe "Aleppo" mekkı1k valued at 130 and 70 aqclıe, resp., 
was cıı. 1:16. which comes close ıo approximating the ratio of 1:19 found iıı the 12th century. In the 
first case, sunbul appeared as "shımbul", while the word appeared withom dots in the second case 
(BA, TT93, pp. 240-41, and 1T 493, p. 288). 
Note that the norıhem districts. above, are located quite some d.istance from central Syria, where the 
Simbul w as fou nd in the Middle Agcs. ls this the same "sımbul" as that seen for the Hatay distric ts, 
which are si tuaıed much closer to central Syria, in the same peıiod? lf so. then, wc would appear to 
be seeing significant capacity-di fferences in the same basic measurc. What the Hatay districıs and the 
ıwo northem districıs had in common was a sırong ıribal element among thei r papulation, which was 
stili very much in evidenee in the 16ıh century. Or, are we seeing two entirely differenı measures? 
These qucstions can not be answered. 
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seen, in use, in the same nahiye. This situation persisted until the third 
tahrir, dated circa 1536-37, i. e., twenty years after the Ottoman 
conquest, when the volume measures were applied more uniformly by 
nahiye. At this time, the sunbul measure made its first appearance, 
where it was found to be applied uniformly in the aforementioned Hatay 
nahiyes situated west of the Orantes River, at a cash valuation of 20 
aqche for wheat and 8 aqche for barley. The contemporary Halabi 
mekkuk, valued at either 110 aqche for wheat and 60 aqche for barley, 
or 100 aqche for wheat and 60 aqche (sometimes also 50 and 40 aq
che, but the latter is rare) for barley,88 enjoyed a greater area of applica
tion than it was to have in the fifth tahrir. In addition to the seven na
hiyes identified with the Aleppo mekkuk in the fifth tahrir, Rawandan, 
Zawiya, and Jabal Bani 'Alim (these last two nahiyes, however, each. had 
only one qasinı village, and bence, only one example of the measure) al
so applied this mekkuk; and, it was also seenin the 'mixed- mekkuk' dis
tricts of Harlm, Jabal Barlsha, Jabal A'Hi, and Sarmfu.89 A second 
mekkuk zone, represented by the larger-volume Sarmini mekkuk, valued 
at 200 aqche for wheat and 100 aqche (sometimes also 120 aqche) for 
barley,90 can be identified for the districts of Jabal Sammaq (seen for its 
one qasim village) and ROj, and for the 'ınixed- mekkuk' districts of 
Sarınln, Jabal Barl'sh.a, Jabal A'la, and Harl'm. 

H. İnalcık has observed that it was Ottoman administrative policy 
to achieve a standardization of weights and measures within a sanjaq, 
often by extending a local measure to the who le sanjaq and defining it in 
terms of an official Ottoman equivalent, although such standardization 
was not always achieved.91 Desp.ite the greater standardization that was 
being achieved in the Sanjaq of Aleppo in the later tahrirs, the very fact 
that the collective villages of a nahiye often did not enjoy abasic conti
nuity with one particular measure, from the earliest to the latest tahrirs, 

88 For examples of 1he 'nam ed' Halabi mekkfik, with i ts cas h values, see BA, IT 3Cfl. pp. 495, 5 I 3, 
531,687,694, 707,and713. 
89 The Aleppo mekkflk was also seen in rıve oıher nalıiyes ıhat were no fonger recorded as part of 
the Sa11jaq of Aleppo in the fifth ralu·ir. The sc are Dar Basak, Baghraz, Masyllf. Kafr Tab, and S hay· 
zar. 
90 For an example of a 'named' Sarmini me/..kfik, together witlı its cash value, see BA, IT 397, p. 
594. This mekkCtk is more frequently namr.d in the later ıahrirs. ll must be noted that there are a few 
cases for ıhe nahiyes of Hlirim and Jabal Barisha where a "Hliriırll nıekkflk." valued at either 200 or 
180 aqche for wheat and 100 aqche for barley, is named (ibid, pp. 496,497, and 522). We suspect 
1ha1 this is 1he same mek/.;Ok as ıhe Sarmini. 
91 "Ouoman Metrology," pp. 329-34. i nalcık al so noted thal the Ouoman policy of 'fixed prices' (s. 
nar/ı) was closely inıcrrela1ed wiıh the question of weights and measures. The Ottoman state recog· 
niıed ıhat flexibility in this matler of sıandardization could also be in i ts own besi interesı. Accord
ingly, the state might allow large-volume measures to be ıısed in areas of lo w grain pıiccs when the 
tax requirements were being collected in ki nd, ralher than to aıtcmpt to 'equalize' revemıes by ra i s ing 
grain prices (ibid, pp. 333-34). 
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raises significant problemsfor a study of agricultural productivily. There 
exists for the Sanjaq of Aleppo the additional problem that the first tah
rir for the Hatay nahiyes appears not to have survived.92 Therefore, this 
gap in the record exercises a further limitation on comparative analysis. 

Let the following examples for the Sanjaq of Aleppo illustrate the 
inconsis'tencies that one m ight encounter for the wheat and barley meas
ures in the tahrirs. First, the Halabi mekkuk was seen over a wide area 
of the Sanjaq in the first tahrir. For the Nahiye of Jabal Sim'an, where 
it was consistently applied, an for the Nahiye of Sarmin, where it was 
sametimes found, its cash valuation remained uniformly at 120 aqche 
for wheat and either 100 or 96 aqche for barley. W e find, however, other 
cash valuations for the Halabi mekkuk elsewhere in the Sanjaq at this 
time; recognize that, identification of these cases rested on those 'few' in
stances where the mekkuk type was actually named. For example, we see 
a Halabi mekkuk for wh eat, valued at 144 aqche, in the nahiyes of 
Har!m and Jabal Bar1sha,93 while elsewhere in Jabal Barlsha, it is seen 
valued at 120 aqche for wheat.94 It is seen valued at 148 aqche for 
wheat in the N ahi ye of Khalaqa. 95 Are we seeing, in these examples, the 
same Halabi mekkuk that was present in Jabal Sim'an and Sarmill? If so, 
then the differences in cash valuation might appear to be attributable to 
differcnces in grain quality. Or, are we seeing minor variations in capaci
ty for the same mekkuk measure? Recognize that, adding to this con
fused picture, is the existence of a contemporary "A'zazi mekkuk," val
ued at 1 44 aqche for wheat.96 Is this not the same measure as the Halabi 
mekkuk of the same valuation for wheat? In contrast, the Sarmini 
mekkuk appears to have enjoyed a more uniform cash valuation. For ex
ample, where it is named, in the first tahrir, in the Nahiye of ROj, 97 it 
had the same cash valuation of 300 aqche for wheat and 200 aqche for 
barley as seen for the measure in the Nahiye of Sarmtn. In sum, we leam 
from thcse examples that the same-named measure may connote various 
cash valuations in the same time period. And conversely, it aJso appears 
that the 'same-volume measure' rnay have been calJed by different names, 
depending upon the location. This may signify no more than local pride; 
why should the inhabitants of the A'zaz region choose to call their 
mekkuk the Halabt, when they might call it the A'zazi? It is also easy to 
appreciate how such confusion might have arisen, quite naturally, out of 

92 The author has not been able to find these disıricts in any of the other early Ouoman talırirs. 
93 BATI 93, pp. 384-85 and 436. 
94 BA, IT 93, p. 442. 
95 BA, TI 93, p. 419. 
96 This is seen for the town of A'zaı, BA, TI 93, p. 204. 
97 BA, TI 93, p. 445. 
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the inquiries, made by Ottoman officials conducting a cadastral survey, 
to local inhabitants regarding theweights and measures in use in theirarea. 

Similarly, it can be seen that the 'unnamed' mekkilk, which is the 
usual situation encountered in the Aleppo tahrirs, can vary significantly, 
in terms of i ts cash valuation, within even the same nahiye, in this first 
Aleppo tahrir. For example, in the small Nahiye of Jabal Badsha, the 
unoamed mekkilk for wheat might be valued at a high of 288 aqche, or 
240 aqche. Also in this district, the Halabi mekkuk was in use, valued 
at 144 or 120 aqche for wheat.98 In the Nahiye of 'Amaq, the unoamed 
mekkuk for wheat also ranged widely in ils cash valuation, from a high 
of 288 aqche to 210, 144, 124, and 120 aqclıe.99 We are seeing here 
quite a singificant range of variation. 

To present another exan1ple of the inconsistency encountered for 
the volumc measures in the Sanjaq of Aleppo, the sunbul measure was 
in use in the Hatay Nahiye of Shughr in the third, fourth, and fifth tah
rirs, while the mekkuk measure was in use in the second tahJir. 100 It 
would be interesting to know what measure had been applied in Shughr 
in the first tahrir. 

We have previously noted that, in the fifth tahrir, Harlm and its 
neighboring nahiyes applied the same mekkuk measüre--what we have 
designated as the ' Harlı:n' mekkuk--, which appears to represent yet an
other mekkuk type. There is actually a mekkuk designated as the 
"Hariml" in the earliest Aleppo tahrir, where it is seen occasionally in 
the neighboring nalıiyes of Har1m and Jabal A'la, with a variable cash 
valuation for wheat of 300 or 288 aqche. 101 At a 300-aqche valuation 
for wheat, the one Harlrrı1 mekkuk would appear to be the same measure 
as the contemporary Sarmini mekkuk (see Table 5, below). lt is iııterest
ing to find that, in the town of Har1m itself, the "Qusayrt mekkuk," with 
a cash valuation of 288 aqche for wheat, the same valuation seen for the 
98 BA, lT 93, pp 436; 44 ı; 436, 437, 443: and 442. resp. The same range of raıes, excepting the 144 
aqche rate, is also seen for the smail Nalıiye of Jabal A'Ul (ibid, pp. 425-35, passim). 
99 BA. lT 93, pp. 345-8 ı ,passinı. 
100 From the second ralıriron, BA. 'IT 1040, pp. 384-459: 'IT 397, pp. 434-68; lT 454, pp. 625-26, 
655,656,656-57,661,669-70.670,744, and 751-52 (the ciıations from this lastralırir refleet villag
es and towns of the Hatay nalıiyes that showed some artisanal or market activity, as well as use of the 
swıbul measurc, because the author, in this case, did not consult sysıeınatically the data for the Na
hiye of Shughr, in this register); and lT 493, pp. 806-857. The mekkCık applicd in Shughr in the sec
ond 10/ırir had a valuation of 352 aqche for wheat and 128 aqclıe for barley. This rcprcscnts a cas h· 
valuation for whcat that was 76 per cent gı·eater than that seen for the contenıporary Sarmini mekkllk. 
Which nıekkCık is this one? Since ılıis nıekkak, would appcar to represenı a larger volume than the 
Sanninl ınekkOk, ıo judge from i ts greater cash valuuıion. this mekkak would come closer to approxi
mating the 'one-Aleppo- mekklik-ıo-l9-sunbuf ratio identified as preseni in Syria in the ı 2th century 
(for this ratio, see n n. 77 and 87, above). 
ıoı BA, lT 93. pp. 401 and 431. 
102 BA, lT 93, p. 384. Alıogether in the N alıiye of Hartm. three differenı mekkaks arenamed in this 
first whrir: the Qusayn. Hal abi, and Hlirimi, with cash valuaıions for wheat of288, 144, and 300 aq
che, resp. (ibid., pp. 384,385, and 401). 
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second of the Wirtml mekkuks above, was in use.102 This mekkuk appar
emJy takes its name from the neighboring Nahiye of Qusayr. or from one 
of its villages, QaJ'at al-Qusayr; this districl was part of the Hatay area, 
which was not recorded w ith the Sanjaq of Aleppo in this tahrir. Were 
these Harlın1 and Qusayd mekkuk lruly different measures? In short, was 
there actually a lUrimi mekkuk, or was this mekkuk not masquerading 
for the Qusayrl and Sarmini mekkıiks? 

If one were Lo follow the trail of the mekkuk type applied for 
wheat, successively, in the town of Harim, it would be found that, first, 
the Qusayri mekkUk, ata cash vaJuation of 288 aqche, was in use, next, 
what appears to be the "Misd" (this was, very likely, mls-written or mls
read for '"Qusayr!") mekkuk, at a 200-aqche valuation, was seen, fol
lowed, in the third tahrir, by the Harimi mekkuk, at a 200-aqche valua
tion. 103 These 200-aqche valuations for wheat were also seen for the 
Sarrrılnl mekkuk in the same time period. However this parucular great
er-volume mekkuk measure in the Nahiye of Harlm was being designat
ed in the first three ıahrirs, il either closely followed or else actuaJly re
flected the same cash-valuation seen for the contemporary Sarmtni 
nıekkuk. In the fourth and fifth tahrirs, however, the mekkıik in use in 
the town of Hartm was not named, but, at cash valuations for wheat of 
21 O and 230 aqche, respectively, 104 it felJ behind the contemporary valu
ations for the Sarmini nıekkuk (for these, see Table 5, below); for this 
reason, the author chose to maintain the distinction of a separate 'Harlm' 
mekkuk, although this may not actuaJly be the case. What is clear is that 
a greater variety of mekkuks were in use in the early tahrirs, and fre
quently within the same nahiye, and therefore, there was often no basic 
continuity of one mekkuk type with the same area over time; certainly, 
continuity should nev er be assumed. Sirnilarly, w e have seen that one 
can not trust that the 'named' mekkuk had the same cash valuation, from 
place to pJace, in the same time period. The discontinulty, inconsisten
cies, and simply the problems identified for Aleppo's measures seriously 
deter undertaking a comparative anaJysis of crop productivity or produc
tion, whatever the territoriaJ or time focus, based on the in-kind tax re
quirements expressed in terms of these measures. 

Given this situation, it would be wise to take another approach, 
namely to -base such an anal.ysis on the given cash equivalenccs, in which 
terrns Ottoman tax requirements on the cereaJ grains were aJso expressed. 

103 BA. TT 93, p. 384; Tf 146, p. 1002; and 1T 397, p. 496. 
104 BA, Tr 454, p. 466 and TI 493. p. 536. It is interesting to note that, in all fıve ıahrirs, the whcat 
obligation for the town of Hiir'lm remained the same. at twenty nıekkrık, regardless of mekkUk type! 
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We can,a pri01·i, anticipate problems with this approach, too. Obviously, 
devaluation and the debascment of the aqche must be taken into 
account, as well as price inflation. These factors did not become acutely 
important until the Iate 16th century, when the full force of the "price 
revolution" convulsed the Empire, but, even so, we are stilllacking are
liable evidential record that plots these factors over the course of the cen
tury. A more fundamental objection, again, is that this approach is, quite 
simply, one step further removed from the reality of actual agricultural 
yields. Another shortcoming of this approach is that it completely ob
scures the differences in crop quality that might have occured, whicb, in 
turn, may have been responsible for the different cash valuations seen for 
the same measure. Yet anather factor that needs to be considered is the 
fact that Ottoman administration did make periodic changes in the cash
valuations of both the mekkıik and the sunbul measures, in the Sanjaq 
of Aleppo, over the course of the 16th century. This is a factor that can 
easily be documcnted. Table 5, below, sets out these changes, for the 
Halabi and Sarmini mekkuks, which became the leading mekkı1k meas
ures for the Sanjaq of Aleppo in the later tahrirs, if not earlier, as these 
mekkuks appeared in the nahiyes of Jabal Sim'an and Sarmin, and for 
the sunbul measurc, which was applied consistently in the Hatay dis
tricts from the time of the third tahrir, and at uniform cash valuations. 

As Table 5 demonstrates, the aqche-valuation per measme tended 
to change with each tahrir. Therefore, for any comparative analysis 
focused over a period of time, it is imperative to determine, first, the 
changes that occurred in the aqche-valuation per measure with each new 
tahrir. Increases in the aqche-valuation of a measure in a later tahrir, 
for example, might lead one to believe, rnistakenly, that higher yields had 
occurred, when, in fact, this may not have been the case. In other words, 
higher agricultural revenues were possible simply because of such in
creases. Our task, then, is to distinguish the actual increases (or decreas
es) in productivity or production from the 'apparent' increases (or 
decreases), which were caused solely because of changes made in the 
cash-valuation of a measure. W e also need to gain some furtber perspec
tive on this issue and ask ourselves what these changes in cash-valuation 
actually rcflect. Do they reflect a fluctuation in prices, and we might 
note, again, that the pıice history of the Ottoman economy remains yet to 
be written, or do they reflect anticipated changes in the level of agricultu
ral production, or some other factor? 
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TABLE 5.-- The Changing Cash YaJuation (in Aqclıe) of the 
Halabi and Sarmini Mekkuks and of the Sunbul as Reflected for the Na-
hiyes of Jabal Sim'an, Sarmm, and Shughr, Rcsp., in the First Five Alep-
po Tahrirs 

(1570-71) (1551-52) ( 1536-37) (1526-27) 1519-20 

Mekkuk 
1/alabf: 
Whcat 130 ı 10 (also 120) 110,100 120,100 120 
Barley 70 55 (also 60) 60,50,40 60,50 100,96 
Sarmfnt: 
Wheat 300 250 200 200 300 
Barley 150 150 120,100 100 200 
Sunbul: 
Wheat 22 20 20 
Barley ll 10 8 

SOURCE: BA, TT, 493, TT 454, TT 397, TT 146 and 1040 (these 
are companian volumes; the Nahiye of Jabal Sim'an is found in the 
former, while the nalıiyes of Sarmin and Sbughr are found in the latter), 
and TT 93, starting with the latest tahrir. 

NOTE: Note that these cash valuations are based on the data for the 
three nalıiyes-- Jabal Sim'an, Sarmin, and Shughr--that served as a 
control group for the first five Ottoman tahrirs, plus the market and 
artisanal towns and villages of the Sanjaq. Note that Shughr was not 
recorded with the Sanjaq of Aleppo in the fiı·st tahrir, and that it 
cmployed the mekkuk measure in the second talırir. 

From this table, we see canfirmation of the fact that different cash
valuations might occur for the same mekkak measure within even one 
nahiye, in the same time period, particularly in the case of barley. One 
should note that, in the tahrirs, when and where the measure type is ac
tually named, it is usually named only for the wheat measure. We surely 
can assuıne that the same measure was being used for the barley as well. 
It is noteworthy that the cash valuation for barley was considerably Jower 
than that for wheat. 

It staıted out, in the first talırir, having its strongest valuation vis
a-vis wheat, but that valuation fell to about-half the value of wheat in the 
second talırir. Thjs valuation of barley at about-half wheat's value was 
maintained in the later tahrirs (see Table 5 and Map 2), and the valua-
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tion itself reflects a long-held Islamic practice. 105 Moreover, wheat has 
always held pride of place in Syria's agriculture, as it does today, with 
barley being of secondary irnportance.106 Finally, barley has traditionaUy 
been cultivated in Syria as a fodder crop,107 which accounts for its 'secon
dary status.' 

The general trend that can be discerned for the cash-valuations of 
the wheat and barley measures in the Sanjaq of Aleppo is that these 
measures started out with a rclatively high cash-valuation in the first 
tahrir, then, they dipped to a lower valuation in the nex t two tahrirs, 
and fi.nally, in the fifth tahrir, the valuations cither equalJed or exceeded 
the valuations of the first ta/ırir , while the valuations for barley stili 
lagged behind those seen in the first tahrir, despite having increased. 
The increases in cash-valuations seen at this time are an interesting phe
nomenon, because they do not mirror what we know of the contemporary 
price history of the Ottoman Empire, where prices inebed up slowly, but 
steadjly, over the course of the century, only to jump dramatically after 
the major debasement and devaluation of the aqche between 1584-86. 108 

Why the hlgher cash-valuations for the early period of Ottoman rule 
in Syria? This might reflect, simply, Otoman expectations canceming the 
agricultural bounty of newly-conquered Syria, which may, very well, 
have been 'inflated expectations' in view of the economic devastation that 

105 Cahen, "Khar:idj," pp. 1031-32, for the issue of ta'sfr. 
106 W. B. Fisher, Tlıe Middle East: A Plıysical, Social, and Regionol Geo11raplıy, 5th ed .. rev. 
(London and New York, 1963), pp. 416-17: and Hamide. Alep. p. 277. 
ı 07 T he English physiciıın Alexander Russell. writing of the Aleppo region in the 18th centruy, not
ed that horses were cverywhere being fed barl ey (The Narwat flisr01y of Aleppo, 2 vols., 2nd ed .. 
rev. [Lonılon, 1794], vol. ı , p. 74). A. -R. 1 lamide notes of the Aleppo region in the 1950s that barley 
was reserved for the fecding of oxen and other livestock. However, in his noting that it was no longcr 
being mixed with wheat in the making of bread (Alep, p. 278). he appears to ·ıeave room' for some 
use or barley for human consumption in the pasL 
108 Barkan, "Price Revolution," pp. 8-1.,, and particularly Tabi e 2, p. ll and Graph ı. p. 15, for the 
dramatic inflaıion bcginning in the 1580s. The author has no specific information on the local pricc 
history of the Aleppo region at this time, but ılıere is some scant ev idence of tl1c devaluaıion of the 
si lver aqclıe locally. The evielence suggests that, wh ile the gold coin (altun) of Aleppo held stcady at 
about 3,45 gr. or weight from the year 926/15 19-20 to 974/1566-67 and to 982/1574-75 (Artuk and 
Artuk, lslômi Sikkeler, pp. 514, 535, and 547), the aqclıe steadily lost i ts exchange value. If the reve
nue recorded for the salt works (menılaha)of the Aleppo Nahiye of JabbOI can serve as a guide in 
this matter, that revenue was recorded as 10. 000 al tım or 500,000 aqclıe in the carliest calırir. datcd 
ca. 926/1519-20 (here, 1 alllin = 50 aqcfıe; confırrnaıion of this exchange rate, where, however, the 
gold coin is designatcd as the eshref, is seen elsewhere in this register, DA, 1T 93, p. 33); and, in 
successive registers, where it was rccorded only in oqrlıe, that revemıe was 600.000, 600,000, 
700,000, and 160,000 oqche, in the fifth talırir, dated 978/J570-71 (this last revemıe fıgure no lang
er can bear any relalionship to the exchange rate) (BA, 1T 93. p. 114; 1T 146, p. 127; 1T 397. p. 77; 
1T 454, p. 173; and 1T 493. p. 195). There is an indicaıion. in the fıfth Aleppo talırir, that the attım 
may have been valued at 80 aqche at that time (see 1T 493, the notes for the villages of Nayrab and 
Kafr uııa. pp. 344 and 472). The earliest Danıascus tolırir. dated ca. 932/1525-26, values the altun 
at 52 aqche (IT 430, pp. 456-57). cr. the altwılaqche exchange r.ues in Barkan, "Price Revolution," 
pp. 12- 15, and n. 2, pp. 17-18. 
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Syria was said to have suffcred in the Iate Mamluk period.109 It also 
might reflect actual crop productivity to soıne degree, although we ınight 
hesitate to eredil the very early Ottoman period with higher yields than 
those achieved later on in the 16th century, considering the aforesaid 
economic devastation. Yet, wheat producrion in Jabal Sim'an did show a 
clear d eeline at m id-century, 110 if the statistics of the tahrirs are a credi
ble guide. Nevertheless, we must maintain some degree of suspicion 
regarding these 'apparently' higher production levels seen for Aleppo in 
the early Ottoman lalırirs . Suspicion, once felt, enjoys no easy contain
ment. It obviously casts some shadow over all of the statistics provided 
by the Ottoman tahrirs, even statistics we believe to be more credible, 
such as those from the time of the third Aleppo tahrir (ca. 1536-37) 
forward. But, on what basis do we believe these later statistics to be more 
crediblc, outside of the little interior evidence that we might garner from 
the registers in queslion and the supposition that it takes soıne time for a 
new administration to 'get its feet on the ground'? In the author's previous 
investigation into Jabal Sin1'an's wheat production, some correlation was 
found to exist between the given cash valuation of the mekkak and the 
level of agricul tural revenue being generated, and this is perfectly reason
able. No correlation with actual agricultural production, however, was 
found. When Jabal Sim'an showed a relatively strong wheat production 
in the third ıahrir, the cash-valuation for a mekkuk of wheat was lower 
than previously; in the next ta/u·ir, where wheat production showed a 
decline, the cash-valuation for the mekki'ik had remained basically the 
same. ı ı ı 

J 09 lndic~ıions of poliıical ınisnı l e. econoınic oppression, and natu ral disasıcrs affecıing Syıia can be 
gleaned from ı he chronicle of Muhammad ibn Ahınad ibn !yas . .loımıo/ d'ıın hourg;:ois du Ca i re: 
cJıronique d'ibnlyfıs. trans. Gaston Wieı. 2 vols. (Paris. 1955-60). as. for example. in vol. 1 ( 1955), 
pp. 12-13. 14-15,21.68-70. 133,228.331. 371·72. 378-79.398.413-14.4 15.18, and 427-28. The 
Ottomans themselves gave noıice of economic devasıaıion. at leası in the region of Tripoli, when 
they drcw up the first ıolırir for the Sonjaq of Tripoli . Jn the qanwmanıe of this first rcgister, they in
dicaıed ı hat the Viltiyet (Province) of Tripali had formerly had 3,000 .. köy ve qaryc .. (villages), bııı 
most of ılıesc had f~llen into a state of ruin because of the grcat ine idence of opprcssion and bid'at 
('innovation': this frequeıııly appears as the 'whipping boy' of upıighı lslamic adminisıration; whetlıer 
it is ıo be taken Jiıerally is anather question). resniling in only 800 villa~es surviving as !iv ing villag
es 'aı pre~enı' (BA. IT 68, p. 6; also reproduced by Barkan. in Kamıntar. prov. no. 9. p. 552. buı a 
part of ı he provision is here ınissing). This SOO-viiiage counı is coııfinned by the author's counı of 
784 populated and 41 unpopulated vi llages. for a viiiage total of 825. for the Sanjaq in this registcr. 
Consequcntly, it would also appear that Ottoınan adm iniwaıion inıeııdcd, in this noticc. the 'Swıiaq' 
ofTripoli. as opposed ıo the Province of Tripoli. which would have included other sanjaqs. 
ı 10 Venzke ... Dcclining Cereals' Producıion ... pp. 251-64.passim. 
lll lbid .. pp. 255-60. 



CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, the cornucopian data offering of the Ottoman tahrirs 
is, for the researcher, both the epicure's deligbt and the ascetic's dyspcp
sia. There is so much data to feast on, but what should be, then, an 
unquestioned pleasure can also become a burden and discomfort, given 
the inconsistencies, shortcomings, and occasional idiosyncracies posed 
by the data. It is quite possible that the promise of the tahrirs can not be 
fully realized. But, this is the challenge, which should be accepted. To 
recognize the difficulties that the tahrirs can pose, however, by no 
means invalidates this source, which, within its limitations, is extraordi
naıily rich, depending upon the care, effort, and methodology taken with 
the data. At the same time, it needs to be ack:nowledged that the quality 
of the tahrirs does vary, and sometinıes quitc greatly. The tahrirs con
ducted for areas of the Ottoman Empirc that were frontier and remained 
frontier or that w ere conquered after the 16th century may, very well, 
have been less carefully executed, resulting in their data being far-less 
reliable.112 In such cases, extreme caution needs to be exercised. And, the 
earliest Ottoman tahrirs, because of their age and their rcpresenting the 
first atteınpts at surveying new areas and at introducing Ottoman admin
istration, often at a time when administrative practices were themselves 
in a formative stage, may also be less reliable, although of great interest 
nevertheless. But, these cases are surely not in the majority. 

What can be said, generally, about the tahrirs is that their very ex
istence, the volume of their data, and the long ' tahrir-series' that survive 
for quite a few areas of the Ottoman Empire create a 'double-burden' for 
the researcher. The first burden is that one can not easily speculate on 
population or crop production patterns (or whatever else that li es within 

112 In examining the rural economy of OtLoınan Podolia, in a tahrir for Kamaniçe dated 1681, one 
such exaınple of a Iate conquest of a frontier area. which, moreover, was not held for long, D. Kolod
ziejc:ıyk discovered that the given tax and population sıatistics had a certain 'utopian' quality. He con
cluded, contradictorily it might seeın, that t!ıis wlırir was ncvertheless a reliable economic source 
wi ıhin ccrtain linıitaı ions ("Defter-i Mıt[assal of Kamaniçe [ J 681] as an Ecoııoınic Source for Agri
cultural Production in the J7th-Cenıury Ukraioe," Osmanlı Araştırmaları/The Journal of Ouoma11 
Studies. Xlll (1993), pp. 91-98. 
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the purview of the ıahrirs) for areas of the Ottoman Empire in the 15th 
and 16th centuries knowing that the evidence for at least some degree of 
proof or refutation of such speculation exists in the tahrirs. In shorl, how 
..:an one justify speculation in the face of a body of ev idence that beckons 
to be exploited? The second burden posed by the tahril·s is that they do 
not offer up their evidence casily. They are, quite simply, very difficult 
to exploit ina fundamental way. 

Again, as an overall conclusion, the author has serious reservations 
about a 'team-effort' exploitation of the tahrirs, because of the many dif
ficulties that the tahrirs can pose, of which some have been revealed 
here in this study. Although these difficulties do not pose permanent, 
impcnetrable barriers, they do represent some degree of barrier neverthe-

· ıess. They do not foreclose the possibility of a systematic team investi
gation of a sweeping area, but they complicate the success of such an 
undeıtaking. In contrast, the more fru itful avenue to scholarly success 
and reliable results, the author believes, lies with the long-existing indi
vidual inquiry into one particolar area over a period of time, with, 
however, one significant difference. That difference is that there needs to 
be a greater coordination between researchers working on such projects 
and of the results they obtain. The computer program, developed under 
the auspices of Professors W.-D. Hütteroth and Nejat Göyünç to facili
tate a more coordinated exploitation of the data offering of the Ottoman 
tahrirs, represents a significant step in this direction. Other means for a 
yet-greater coordination need to be considered. 

These efforts notwithstanding, the Ottoman ıahrir defterleri pose 
particolar problems for and place l i ınitations on research. As it has been 
demonstrated in this present inquiry, the Ottoman tahrir defterleri 
appear to be a rather irnperfect vehicle for determining agricultural pro
ductivity. Bul, reservations aside, there is ınuch to be gleaned from a 
careful exploitation of the Ottoman tahrir defter/eri. lndeed, the basic 
foundation for an economic history of the Ottoman Empire in the 15th 
and 16th centuries and a history of its land/taxation system, and the ad
ministration of it, rest squarely on the Ottoman tahrir defter/eri. We 
need to proceed with this source, but with caution. 




